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ABSTRACT
What are the fundamental mechanisms of a text-based game and how do we seek them? Using
mechanism as one of the most important instruments of understanding how the text provides structure,
how will the mechanics or inner-workings of a text-based game played through Twitter change the
text’s shape? Limiting certain aspects of a text-based game by using Twitter, will this show us why
traditional text-based games progressed the way they communicate structure in the manner that they
do? It should be expected now that electronic literature and games in general are a very progressive
medium in which new technology and new ideas can tear away at player’s expectations and existing
models that attempt to describe such artefacts. This can be seen most recently with games like Dear
Esther, an independently developed piece of experimental interactive fiction, which not only sold
50,000 copies of the game one week after release (Chapple, 2012), but break down the existing
notions of how players think stories in games are told and the power of them. From a designer’s
perspective, this project aims to show how designers can craft meaningful and memorable spaces so
that future designers may expand and build on the ideas presented here.
This thesis aims to discuss a variety of theoretical backgrounds that will allow us to see interactive
fiction from different perspectives and how as a medium, it has its own specific structures separate
from other types of game. It intends to answer this specific question; what factors need to be taken
into consideration when creating a text-based game on Twitter? The research will be collected in
order to create a text-based game prototype that will be played through Twitter, and the data from
each play through can be collected for analysis.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Ergodic –in this thesis, it is Aarseth’s application of Ergodics which represents work by an implied
user into a multi-path cybertext that will be utilised.
Interactive Fiction/’IF’ – interactive fiction, often abbreviated as IF, is the simulation of a world or
space through a purely text representation which players must interact with using text inputs and
receiving text outputs from the game.
Diegesis – diegesis is a style of representation in fiction which presents an interior view of a world.
Traversal – the travelling of an implied player as he/she progresses through the game.

Gameplay – gameplay is the specific way in which players interact with a game – any
graphical or audio input/output is not considered, just the specific way in which a player is
able to interact with a game.
Twitter – Twitter is an online social networking service and microblogging service that enables its
users to send and read text-based posts of up to 140 characters, known as "tweets".
Ludic – when something contains game-like elements.
Ludology – the study of play or games.
Chatter-bot – a chatter robot, chatterbot, chatbot, or chat bot is a computer program designed to
simulate an intelligent conversation with one or more human users via auditory or textual methods.
Hypertext – hypertext is text displayed on a computer or other electronic device with references
(hyperlinks) to other text that the reader can immediately access, usually by a mouse click or keypress
sequence.
Structuralism – structuralism is a theoretical paradigm that emphasizes that elements of culture must
be understood in terms of their relationship to a larger, overarching system or "structure."
Narratology – narratology refers to both the theory and the study of narrative and narrative structure
and the ways that these affect our perception.
Cybertext – cybertext is the organization of text in order to analyze the influence of the medium as an
integral part of the literary dynamic, as defined by Espen Aarseth in 1997.
Choose your own adventure - the reader assuming the role of the protagonist and makes choices that
determine the main character's actions and the plot's outcome.
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIO NS
Staffordshire University fast-track ethical approval form can be seen in Appendix J. This project
ensures that ethical considerations concerning participants of any tests and observations within this
project are considered. This project has no significant ethical implications requiring a full ethics
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This thesis places the focus on interactive fiction, a vast platform representative of different kinds of
themes and genres. Joe Pereira states that IF consists of the designer and the player telling a story
together with characteristics that define it from other forms of electronic literature (Pereira, 2011). In
this thesis, those characteristics will be examined in order to further understanding of interactive
fiction for designers and scholars and also to show how it could fit onto a social medium like Twitter.
Despite the large disagreements amongst the game academic community regarding narrative, scholars
are not taking into consideration the progressive nature of games which in themselves, umbrella a vast
amount of mediums in which they represent these systems. The computer, as a human tool has
provided all the right conditions that allow an electronic, non-linear form to come into being. Being
only a few years old now, Twitter presented a new way of communicating ideas and thoughts into
other people’s domains using the idea of micro-interaction. Twitter decided to limit people by
presenting them with a challenge – to expel their thoughts and communicate only using 140
characters. As a designer, it is these kinds of limitations which can be tested to their full ability to see
how successful and ultimately enjoyable a traversal of a text-based game using micro-interactions on
Twitter would be.
Interactive fiction, also known as ‘IF’ 1 is a form that was born from early 1970’s text based games.
The genre begins with an interesting an explorative history – the caving industry. The activity of
caving in 18th century America was taken up by the finest and most daring adventurers who stumbled
across these mysterious natural wonders which boasted an abundance of natural resources for the
miners but ultimately provided adventurers with new challenges to map the layouts and intricacies of
these underground worlds.
Will and Patricia Crowther were avid cavers. After their divorce, Will decided to indulge in his love
of caving and also his love of Dungeons and Dragons by writing a fantasy computer game that
attempted to tie the two together. His aim was to make it non-intimidating for the non-computer
public and intuitive enough for his children to play with.
“My idea was that it would be a computer game that would not be intimidating to non-computer
people, and that was one of the reasons why I made it so that the player directs the game with natural
language input, instead of more standardized commands. 2” (Peterson, 1983, p. 188)
The mechanisms of the game were based on natural geological puzzles and seeking hidden treasures
within the cave which ultimately meant the player had to explore in order to find the solutions to their
And shall be referred to it as IF throughout this thesis
William Crowther quoted in Dale Peterson’s Book, Genesis II: Creation and Recreation with Computers,
1983.
1
2
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problems. The player interacted in a “medieval-fantasy turn-based conversation style” with the game
itself. The environments in Will Crowther’s Cave were also based on a simulation of the Bedquilt
cave area and so the descriptions of the areas were rich in geological detail.
Although the form has developed vastly since the 1970s, it is clear to see how Will Crowther’s
implementation of a text-based simulated world was the inception for the resulting genre that was to
follow. There was a commercial presence particularly in the 1980’s with games like ‘A Mind Forever
Voyaging’ and ‘Zork’. This commercial trend ceased in the early 1990’s with the increase in
graphical technology and representation, however the electronic literature community has grown
vastly in recent years thanks to online communities and user-friendly software like Inform.
Aims and Objectives
The aim of this project is to discover the fundamental mechanisms which lie within interactive fiction
so that certain principles can be taken and applied to the design of a piece of interactive fiction for
Twitter. The objectives of this project are:
1. Assess whether Twitter is suitable for a text-based game
2. Illuminate text-based games functionalities and defining traits by applying existing theories
evaluated in the literature review
3. Show how adaptable text-based games are to the Twitter platform
4. Highlight the unique and defining features of text-based games
These objectives intend to use existing pieces of interactive fiction, existing theories and observation
of players traversal of Twitter-based interactive fiction in order to establish what designers should be
considering for interactive fiction in general and interactive fiction for Twitter.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
In Video Game Spaces, Michael Nitsche states “the evolution of games design as a discipline requires
a systematic approach to understanding ludic systems in all their diversity”. One such diverse ludic
system is the form of interactive fiction, described by Joe Pereira as a form which evolved from the
weaker 1970’s text adventures. However he goes on to explain how some scholars outright dismiss
text adventures and its progressive form of IF as such; “Moreover, digital narratives primarily follow
the trajectory of Adventure, a work considered venerable only by the techies who played it in the
1970s, cybergaming geeks, and the writers, theorists, and practitioners who deal with interactivity.
Hypertext Fiction, on the other hand, follows and furthers the trajectory of hallowed touchstones of
print culture, especially the avant-garde novel.” (Yellowlees Douglas, 2000)
This is a rather backhanded and dismissive comment to make about a form which has progressed and
is still progressing on today, “why not mention how IF had evolved in literariness since 1975 – e.g. A
Mind Forever Voyaging, Trinity, Photopia, Spider and Web and Anchorhead. 1998 was a good year
indeed” (Pereira, 2011). The scholars that pick on IF often refer to the much earlier examples of these
texts which were a more primitive and abstract form. Still, it is agreed by some who don’t believe
text games to be ‘structurally satisfying’, but have stated Colossal Cave Adventure is a work of ‘folk
art’ (Buckles, 1985) despite the issues concerning whether it should be classed as ‘literature’ or not.
The definition of folk art is “a genre of art of unknown origin that reflects traditional values of a
society”.
Considering this, Montfort (2011) argues that interactive fiction was almost “entirely neglected for
decades” and there is still a lack of detailed theory to distinguish interactive fiction from other kinds
of electronic forms such as chatter-bots and electronic ‘potential narratives’. Theories exist that
provide a framework for thinking about interactive fiction in the same line of inquiry as cinema, such
as “Towards a Theory of Narrative in Interactive Fiction” (Smith & Bates, 1989). However the
aspects of time and visuals that were techniques used in the films were not considered against
interactive fiction and so the mappings between the two mediums were unsystematic and arbitrary.
Roger Carbol (2001) attempts to create a locational puzzle theory in IF by visualising IF as a
“collection of objects” that has set “properties” using his background in object-orientated
programming. However this meant his definitions of object did not allow games to be distinguished
from non-game (Montfort, 2011). His theory focused heavily on objects and that it was the
movement of objects from one location to another which defined a puzzle and by understanding that
he was able to create taxonomy of IF puzzles. However, because his taxonomy dealt with objects, it
didn’t seem to mention the word play, metaphors and riddles style of puzzle that can be found in IF –
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the verbal element. Emily Short also attempted to create categories of interactive fiction on her
website using her existing expertise in writing IF in which she lists different aspects of IF with
examples (Short, n.d.). Her section on puzzles and world models is particularly extensive and
provides a good basis for discovering what level of advancement IF has reached including worlds
with highly unusual degrees of detail, surreal worlds and even worlds which removed the spatial
paradigm entirely in favour of other forms of structuring. All action in ‘Glass’ by Emily Short
focuses in a single space and takes place only through conversation.
Each attempt to theorise interactive fiction seems to present a perspective that either distorts results or
does not distinguish it from other forms of media. It seems necessary to determine exactly what
would distinguish it from other forms of communication by considering ludic, rule-based systematic
theories as well as narratology and the relationships that exist between puzzles and the ergodics of
such texts. What can be distinguished straight away is that movies, chatterbots and hypertext don’t
simulate spatial worlds like interactive fiction does, or contain spatial entities that provide some kind
of functionality in the simulated world. The simulated world of a piece of interactive fiction is
essential to its form (Montfort, 2011).
Comparing interactive fiction to arguments within the game research community often raises
challenging questions. For example Jesper Juul claims, “games almost never perform basic narrative
operations like flashback and flash forward.” (Juul, 2001). He makes this claim based on the theories
of traditional narratology. His focus on the aspect of story-time or temporality in narrative shows to
him that all events that occur in storytelling have already happened, even if those events are being
performed now, such as a watching a theatre production. Juul terms this ‘reading-time’. He defines
three kinds of ‘time’ in narrative - story-time, which denotes a chronological order of events and
discourse-time, which denotes the order in which the events are told. He argues that interactivity with
a piece of fiction completely destroys the ‘reading-time’ – these two things cannot happen at the same
time, “when the user can act, they must necessarily implode: it is impossible to influence something
that has already happened”. He also makes the claim in his thesis that ‘game’ and ‘narrative’ are two
completely separate human phenomena’s that when brought together through the use of interactivity,
cancel one another out, so the ‘now’ of the players reality and the events that occur within the game
create a kind of anomaly that does not seem to make sense in traditional narrative terms (Juul, 1999).
His argument is problematic when considering that Nick Montfort explains there can be multiple
layers of story and therefore temporality in IF (Montfort, 2011). There are also examples of ‘unusual
plot orders’ on Emily Short’s website, where events in the plot are presented in non-linear
chronological order, for example ‘Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’ and ‘All Roads’. Montfort
explains there can be levels of diegesis within a piece that extends from the ‘frame story’ or the
‘diegetic world’ into worlds that take the player from the diegetic plane, the discourse-time ‘now’, and
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put them somewhere different. A very good example of this is in a piece of IF called ‘Spider and
Web’ that can be described as thus; “A futuristic spy story with a highly unusual structure. The bulk
of the game consists of flashbacks, as you try to recreate, to the satisfaction of the man interrogating
you, the events leading up to your capture. The strangest thing about this is that the protagonist knows
more about what's happened than the player does.” (Muckenhoupt, 2000)
Nick Montfort describes the traversal of multiple story layers as ‘metalypsis’ and this is the
transgression between story and narration, or different levels of story. Worlds beyond that of the
diegetic plane are called ‘hypodiegetic worlds’. This kind of traversal even happens in Don Woods’
later version of ‘Adventure’ where the player would encounter the closed cave at the end. It was
surprisingly presented as a computer program that was no longer running. This type of referral to
worlds beyond the story-worlds is called ‘extradiegesis’ and the ‘extradiegetic’ plane exist typically
where the player exists – i.e. referral to the real world. It could also be termed using ‘meta’ from
metaphysics to refer to elements that lie beyond the boundaries of current reality – ‘metadiegesis’. –
needs expanding more -According to Harry Jenkins (2004), the progression of technology has stunted designer’s incentives to
work on these kinds of rich, experimental, interactive narratives within modern games. Better
graphics, larger worlds and realistic physics have proved more marketable (Ryan, 2007, p. 14).
However, Jenkins explains that this will change once technology starts hitting a ceiling and slowing
down, and designers will pay more attention to “narrative architecture” that will allow far greater
variety than what technical presentation can provide. Perhaps the progression and experimentation
with narrative lies in games, exemplified by recent games and game modifications such as the Stanley
Parable and Dear Esther.
Ryan (2007) uses an example by Steven Poole who captures his frustration surrounding games that try
to merge puzzle solving while trying to maintain a narrative structure, in that games are broken up by
challenges that do not show consistency with the narrative and is described by Chris Crawford as a
‘constipated story’ because it contains a series of bottlenecks (Crawford, 2004). The referral to this
obscure insertion of puzzles into narrative structures is similar to what Graham Nelson says about
text-based games being a ‘crossword at war with a narrative’ in the earlier, more obscure text-games;
“One would walk across the drawbridge of a medieval castle and find a pot plant, a vat of acid, a copy
of Playboy magazine and an electric drill. There were puzzles without rhyme or reason. The player
was a characterless magpie always on the lookout for something cute to do. The crossword had won
without a fight.” (Nelson, 1995)
This can be tested with IF, as the ‘bottle necking’ puzzle solving which Crawford and Poole refer to
could also be mirrored with Aarseth and Jorgensen’s theories on aporia and epiphany that state doubt
and realisation are integral parts to a ‘reading’ experience, particularly in text-based games (Aarseth,
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1997, p. 169) where puzzles, roadblocks and riddles are evident. This is where Aarseth came up with
the concept of ergodic literature. This term, derived from Greek ‘ergon’ (work) and ‘hodos’ (path)
was adapted by Aarseth to describe “action that is developed through engagement with the
phenomena in question, and presented while it’s taken” (Jørgensen, 2003, p. 11). The sequences of
aporia and epiphany show how the player solves problems in ergodic works. This structure of states –
from equilibrium to disequilibrium to renewed equilibrium which appears in so many traditional
narratives, seems echoed through the idea of aporia and epiphany. This form of analysis can be
classed as a structuralist approach, highlighting the obstacle/revelation constructs that appear within
the game, which for Jorgensen was useful in understanding how a player solves problems and
challenges within the game.
This style of analysis is reminiscent of the Russian folk lore structuralism (Morphology of the folk
tale) which was conceived by Vladimir Propp. Morphology could be used to understand character
motivations from various agents around the story world that would provide an overall story structure.
Propp states, “Function is understood as an act of character defined from the point of its significance
unfolding intrigue in the story”. For Buckles (1985), she found using this approach with Adventure
emphasised the lack of motivations for the agents contained in that world, in particular any sense of
triumph or revenge for the player when claiming treasure back from the ‘villainous’ pirate for
example. There was no real struggle or victory for the player. Adventure was therefore criticised as
being “structurally unsatisfying” because its agents appeared robotic and lacked any real sense of
triumph for the player. This form of structural analysis highlights the Thief in Zork as one of the first
true villains in text-based games because rather than being a game-world obstacle like the Dwarf, the
Thief acts as a true villain in the game world – “it is his role in the interaction and in the potential
narratives that result that makes the thief so effective” (Montfort, 2003, p. 110). He actively taunts
and hinders the player’s progress until he is finally overcome by the player (Buckles, 1985). Here
there is a much clearer sense of triumph over a hindrance because the player actually defeats him. It
is this kind of structural satisfaction that Aarseth appreciates, as unpopulated settings to him are
“utterly boring” (Aarseth, 1997, p. 110).
From Gentry’s perspective (Gentry, 2011), Lovecraftian horror narrative structure shares a similar
structure to that of interactive fiction. He makes the strong point that the common technique of
‘Awful Truth’ in Lovecraftian form is what makes Lovecraft stories more about revelation and less
about making the reader feel fearful or scared. Gentry makes the comparison between Lovecraft
protagonists and interactive fiction protagonists, and how the hidden story is presented to both
characters in a similar way. Aporia is presented to the player through ‘incomplete information’. It is
the protagonist’s job to sift through and reveal the text, acting as a “lone investigator” until the final
‘awful truth’ or revelation is revealed. These two forms make the protagonist work hard for the
revelation through the implementation of puzzles and intrigue during exploration of the text.
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However, Gentry’s view on interactive fiction shows that often the protagonist, the player, will
wander off alone in order to explore, interrogate objects and investigate – they can exist in the world
alone, hence the need for a player-centric model. The player can be seen as a lonely kleptomaniac
and amnesiac. Lovecraftian horror settings typically have few or no external characters beyond the
‘backstory’ (Gentry, 2011). A recent example of a piece of interactive fiction which uses a
completely unpopulated setting is Dear Esther. The ‘backstory’ to Juul (1999) is one aspect of IF that
makes it intriguing and different to other genres of game, because the game can take place after an
event has unfolded, as exemplified in 9:05, Deadline and Dear Esther, forming a journey that depends
on unveiling a mystery. It is the player’s job to work hard to unravel and reveal the story (Juul, 1999).
It seems agreeable that interactive fiction can often follow the structural form of detective stories and
Lovecraftian horror, using the idea of revelation as a core item central to the games.
Let’s observe the phenomena of games themselves. Games are easily definable by their shape, and
Juul makes the argument that the pieces – the symbolic or metaphorical meaning of the game – are
not connected to the program or gameplay. Rules, more importantly, are what make a game a game.
Raph Koster states that a game is … Fiction and meaning of existents within the game are arbitrary
and not necessary to make a game a game, unlike rules. Erving Goffman (1972) calls this fictional
element of games, “the rules of irrelevance” and harks back to what both Juul and Lantz have to say
on these elements. That is, “the participants are willing to forswear for the duration of the play any
apparent interest in the aesthetic, sentimental or monetary value of the equipment employed”
(Goffman, 1972, p. 19). Frank Lantz (ref), from a design perspective, argues that separating games
structure and the games representation (the fictional element) and shuffling them about fails to allow
him to see any deep, essential relationship between “any particular theme and any particular game
mechanic” and instead accepts that some game mechanics and some themes do create a deep
relationship but doesn’t attempt to understand how. Aarseth backs this by stating that games in
themselves are very thematic. There is a deep relationship between simulation and narration.
Therefore it could be reasonable to state that interactive fiction is an anomaly in terms of how it
pieces together its ludic elements and fictional elements to create narrative and experience, because
the fictional elements are fundamental to its entire form.
The form of games has often been compared to the form of poetry and riddles (Chatman 1975;
Montfort 2003; Guest 2002) because of its non-linear spatial dimensionality; in particular this can be
applied to text based adventure games due to its relationship with verbal communication, “interactive
fiction is computer gaming’s best parallel with poetry: complex, subtle and these days absolutely
unsaleable” (Guest, 2002). This form is spatial and abstract, requiring a reconstruction of events
unfolding within the verbal game world inside the player’s imagination (Chatman, 1975) just as is
done within poetry. It’s been argued that written/verbal texts have a spatial quality that differs from
the graphical representation of texts. The graphical games are as ‘literal’ as films, not abstract like
13

poems because the objects, dimensions and relations are parallel to those in the real world (Chatman,
1975). However, the same argument was used to justify applying cinematic theory to games,
claiming that games suffer from ‘cinema envy’ (Zimmerman & Lantz, 1999; Zimmerman, 2002).
This is a bad perception, as it does not take into account the player’s shared connection with the action
– they are part of it, unlike viewer’s connection with cinematic action. Ultimately, games are a spatial
activity which distinguishes them from cinema and this can be highlighted in a variety of ways. It is
also a bad perception because graphical games utilise visual communications, just as text based games
utilise verbal communication, just because a medium communicates using visual communication does
not mean it is envious of another form of art. Using cinematic theory within graphical games helps to
explain the visual communication structures and meanings within those but it dismisses any
relationship the player has with that space.
“The defining element in computer games is spatiality. Computer games are essentially concerned
with spatial representation and negotiation, and therefore a classification of computer games can be
based on how they represent – or, perhaps, implement – space.” (Aarseth, 2000, p. 154)
Attempts to formulate ways to analyse this have been made. An example of this look into game space
functionality is Lars Konzack’s ‘seven plane’ analytical model (2002). He focuses on a bottom up
approach by defining a different set of layers for understanding how games function. His method is a
separation from Lefebrve’s model (1991) however it is easy to see where Konzack’s model was
influenced by it. Lefebvre’s model is adapted by Nitsche to comprise of the following elements:


Structure and Narrative
o

Narrative comprehension allows us to focus on understanding space and movement
within it. It helps us understand events which players’ cause, trigger and encounter.

o


How does 3D space (imagined) change the textual qualities of video games?

Presentation
o

The expressive element of video games

o

Interpretation of the rules and data in a way the player is able to read (and write in the
case of MUDs – players are often able to write in their own objects)



Functionality
o

The interactive limits and accessibility

o

The underlying rules as to what the player can and cannot perform and how the game
space adjusts that

Lefebvre states how social space can be broken down into spatial practise, representations of space
and representational space. Although his work focused on social spaces such as spaces designed for
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purpose in the real world3, Nitsche stated that his approach shouldn’t be used as an upfront theory but
as an approach to analysis because of its relevance to game space and its function. He states that
designers shape the mediation of space so that players can understand the origin of space and put it
into context. This is similar to what Aarseth states about the differences between reading the Bible
and reading a comic book, the reader puts the text into a context they can understand so they know
how to read and interpret it.
Konzack’s model sets out the layers as such:


Hardware



Program Code



Functionality - computer responses to localised user actions



Game play - space of play, interface, ludological layer



Meaning - semantics and semiotics



Referentiality - target the characteristics of the game scenario and genre, comparative analysis
with other forms of media such as film and literature



Socio-culture - deals with players, demographics and social interaction

Konzack and Nitsche explain that pinpointing the platform being used along with the code base
changes the way the game functions, something that can be analysed even if we don’t know much
about the computer’s hardware or code base. This backs up Adam’s (2003) point on visual ludic
space functionality. The way the game is coded and restricted actually changes how the game
functions, just as visual props are used in graphical games to block the player off from areas in the
world and as commands are limited and used in text-based games to achieve interaction with certain
objects.
Konzack deals with ‘meaning’ and the application of semiotics and structuralist methods to games in
his model. Konzack argues that the semantic meaning of the game is second to the ludological
structure, because if you have two games with the same game-play but different ornamental signs and
narratives it conveys different meaning of what is happening in the game. In his view, the semantics
are a superficial layer to games, similar to what Goffman argues, but it has been argued that
interactive media has brought on new ways of reading and writing (Aarseth, 1997) but not new
‘gameplay’ mechanics. It can be argued that in fact, the reading and writing activity that lies in games
is fundamental to understand because it is what will continue to revolutionise the gaming experience.
Konzack explains that semiotics give flavour to the gaming experience but the narrative or meaning is
not necessary. This is unlike what Nitsche (2008) argues, who says that quests in games are a driving
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force in the presentation and can be used for dramatic structure in games seemingly tying the idea of
ludological goals and expression together.
When talking about games as systematic frameworks, it does make sense that Goffman’s research has
become very relevant in aiding understanding of the concepts of immersion and meaningful
interaction with these spaces. For example, Sebastian Deterding (2009) dedicates a paper to
defending Goffman’s Frame Analysis as a “valid, contemporary, sociological theory of play, games
and video games”. Deterding (2009) discusses how Frame Analysis provides an analytical model for
the ‘magic circle’ or the game/non-game boundary, and taking it further than that, its relevance in the
debate of pervasive games. A sociological approach to furthering our understanding of game texts
and the real world/game world boundaries that lie within seems logical according to Juul (2008).
Although originally this approach seemed reasonable, considering the line this project has now
developed, a study of this kind would require a project of its own as it would best deal with
understanding the magic circle of games, immersion, meta-gaming and role-playing rather than
dealing with structural and functional issues of interactive fiction. It can be considered during the
conclusions and recommendations.
Erving Goffman was very influenced by William James’ work on the orders of existence. Within the
frame of the game world, several factors can be analysed as defined by William James (1950). He
names these factors the ‘orders of existence’ or sub-worlds which can be applied to game worlds.
William James’ work has been used in multiple approaches to game research, notably Gary Fine’s
“Shared Fantasy” (1983). It is used to show an approach to understanding how multiple people
involve themselves in one fantasy world. Sarah Wanenchak (2010) utilises Erving Goffman’s work
on Frame Analysis where he made heavy use of William James’ philosophy to show how people
make sense of individual situations.
The factors as stated by James include the individual to select their attention toward the situation in
question, something Erving Goffman also agrees with when talking about collective attention with
multiple members, “a broken frame for one member means it breaks for other participants”
(1974). James also explains that no contradiction to what is already known should occur in order to
generate a feeling of realness. These different worlds are sub-worlds of an over-arching, larger world
or textual space.
These are;


The world of senses



The world of scientific objects



The world of abstract, philosophical truths



The world of myth and supernatural belief
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These sub-worlds give the individual common reference to the world they’re interested in because it
can back up different ideologies, physics and characteristics of a world (Goffman, 1974). This says
that it is irrelevant what kind of world is represented, whether it represents elements of the real world
or completely fictional elements such as the unworldly physics that exist in Dungeons and Dragons
named magic. The game worlds must not show any contradiction between the orders of existence
they represent. No contradiction must be made to what has already been learnt by the player.
A player-centred idea fits nicely with Joseph Campbell’s monomyth structure (‘Hero’s Journey’, a
structure that “depends on the voyage of discovery” (Nitsche, 2008, p. 62). It does not take into
account complex causality, however. Players in a game might not consider their causality and this
can be examined with existing games. Nitsche (Nitsche, 2008) argues it makes sense to use it because
of its usefulness in understanding the hero’s voyage of discovery and the meanings within that
voyage, whereas mythology scholars argue it is too much of a Universalist approach, too generic and
doesn’t account for causality and events beyond the chosen one’s saga, hence depleting meaning
embedded within the hero. In the study of mythology, scholars are suspicious of its validity (Northup,
2006). His analytical level is so abstract that the myth under analysis loses the meaning that is
supposed to be embedded in the ‘Hero’ (Crespi, 1990). The model only highlighted positive traits
within the stories, leaving aside a darker side that wasn’t considered. In particular this is exemplified
by Star Wars, where the story focuses on our heroes whilst Darth Vader kills millions with the press
of a button – “none of those causalities matter next to the personal saga of a ‘Great one’. The
slaughtered victims are mere minions” (Brin, 1999). Eskelinen (2001) states that, “causality in
games is limited by the designer”. This is to stop the player character creating complex
consequences, “your task is to represent the complexities of the world in a simple model the puppet
(player character) can comprehend and act upon, in a word to reduce them to suit his worldview”.
Therefore, despite the arguments mythologists have against Campbell’s model, causality in games is
focalised to suit the worldview of the game goals and outcomes, just like causality in Campbell’s
model is focalised to suit the Hero’s perception of the world. It also does not dictate dramatic high
points or pre-defined moments in a certain time-frame it applies to games well. It promises to
“support engaging game worlds as it offers some structural format but leaves its realisation open to
the player” (Nitsche, 2008, p. 65). This is because players can unpredictably opt out of the ‘ideal
story’ to choose less goal driven activities or spatial exploration (Nitsche, 2008, p. 52).

2.2 OBSERVATION OF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
It can be concluded that the literature review confirms that games are a spatial artefact, not a linear
recounting of events which have already occurred that traditional media provides. It is this spatiality
that allows the ‘there and then’ interaction, which creates the debates amongst scholars about whether
this activity can be classified as true narration or not, despite how many other ‘narrative’ elements
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games use such as characters, dialogue, events and existents. There is clearly a divide in a games
ludological functions and its narratological, fictional elements. Some scholars agree that the fictional
elements of games can change and develop but the ludological element is what makes the game that
unique artefact. Other scholars agree there is a connection between the ludological and thematic
elements, but are not sure what, and this line of inquiry is important to further to help expand our
knowledge of games.
It is clear there is still a need to focus on interactive fiction as a form due to its constant development,
particularly as it’s easier to experiment with such a form because of the lack of commercial pressure.
Even with the most technically advanced games on the market today, they are still unable to replicate
some of the kinds of communication text based games provide. Jenkins states that as technology hits
a ceiling in games, narrative architecture will become the focus. That is starting to become apparent
as the amount of adventure and experimental games on the market and ‘modding’ communities
increases.
Nick Montfort provided several theoretical approaches to studying interactive fiction and he
concludes his article with the following; “There is much that remains in considering the nature of
puzzles and how they fit into an IF work overall, relating to its aspects as program, potential narrative,
world and game” and by continuing this discussion will benefit interactive fiction as a whole. It needs
to be understood what makes interactive fiction compelling, and to do that requires an author/designer
perspective in order to advance the systems in place for creating interactive fiction. Interactive fiction
may require more work during traversal in comparison to graphical games, in part due to its reading
requiring reconstruction of events in the players mind, rather than having those events literally
represented like in graphical games. Text-based games share qualities with many other kinds of
games but is more arguably known for its relationship with traditional literature. Nick Montfort has
examined the relationship between the puzzles in games and the riddle in literary history, helping to
provide an approach for studying interactive fiction which has not be illuminated in research before.
It is intended to focus this project on the relationship between games and literary riddles to show how
important the verbally communicated game space and game existents are in crafting the puzzle/riddle
which commonly occur in text-based games.
This project will utilise the multiple theories stated in the literature review as a foundation to build on.
Functionality can be considered using Konzack and Lefebvre’s models who use the idea of functional
space to break down each function to understand whatever occurs in that space. Gentry provided a
way to mirror key thematic traits found in Lovecraftian horror with the distinguishable traits in
interactive fiction. These ideas can be used alongside Aarseth’s approach to aporia and epiphany to
show how interactive fiction works in such a way to guide the player between states of doubt and
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revelation, in particular by using puzzles but in the case of a game without puzzles how it can also
work there through the development of intrigue in the language written.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The original aim of this project was to understand the limits and functions that were in place in text
based games. The question, “What factors need to be taken into consideration when creating a text
based game on Twitter?” is intended to be answered with the following objectives:
1. Assess whether Twitter is suitable for a text-based game
2. Illuminate text-based games functionalities and defining traits by applying existing theories
evaluated in the literature review
3. Show how adaptable text-based games are to the Twitter platform
4. Highlight the unique and defining features of text-based games
From the literature review, currently lacking from existing research is the attempt to test a game under
constraints, or new conditions. This thesis approaches the problem from the perspective of a designer
rather than an implied player, meaning a designer needs to implement ideas that can strain existing
theories in order to provide new data. Aarseth states in his book, Cybertext, that “The best way to test
a model is to see how it stands up to new data”. The designer’s choices and relationship with the
implied player can easily be evaluated and tested when designing a game that is unique to the Twitter
platform, particularly as it is not host to any other games of this kind. The new data that will be
presented as a result of testing is the recorded play tests of people playing a text-based game designed
for Twitter through Twitter.

3.2 RESEARCH STRATEGIES
Objective 1 – Assess whether Twitter is suitable for a text-based game.
In order to gain an understanding of how to develop for the Twitter platform, a study must be done of
Twitter itself to highlight features that can be adapted to fit the strengths of a text-based game. Using
Konzack, Adams and Nitsche’s perspectives on game space, it is the limitations of the hardware and
functions of a platform that shape the ludic space and the users limitations with it. Before designing
the game, Twitter will be researched. This will be done by conducting an empirical observation of
Twitter and using a survey that will be filled in by multiple Twitter users in order to understand how
other people see and use the platform, and furthermore whether it is considered suitable for interactive
fiction. The empirical observation will highlight how people share information, communicate, and
interact on Twitter in order to later apply this knowledge to the design of the game. The survey will
show how users generally use Twitter day to day, helping support its suitability for the game. In this
case a survey will be beneficial as it can be passed from user to user in order to obtain as much data as
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possible in a short amount of time. This sample size is intended to be representative of a much larger
user base of Twitter.
This objective will also be concluded at the end of the project, once a game has been implemented and
empirically observed for its successes and failures. A survey taken by players who played the game
will also provide data on whether Twitter felt suitable for interactive fiction.
Objective 2 – Illuminate text-based games functionalities and defining traits by applying existing
theories evaluated in the literature review.
Secondary research reading will be conducted into the approaches of poetics, ergodics, and
structuralism. Examples will be made from an empirical observation into existing text-based games,
starting with the very first text adventure: ‘Colossal Cave Adventure’ and various other pieces, chosen
from commercial or critical success. This research will show how existing theories can be adopted
into the text-based games that are sought to be understood. This research is fundamentally grounded
research. The concepts which have been laid out in the literature review will be expanded upon in an
on-going fashion to discover more detail about them and highlight features of interactive fiction that
has not yet been highlighted.
Objective 3 and 4 – Show how adaptable text-based games are to the Twitter platform. Highlight the
unique and defining features of text-based games.
A deliverable can be created from the information that was gathered in objective 1 and 2.
Objective 3 will be achieved by conducting an observation of several different players traversal of a
game that is designed specifically to be played through the Twitter platform. This will show how a
designer crafts both the space and the player’s connection with that space using structured elements
from studying existing pieces of interactive fiction. The focus on empirical observation in this project
is vital for meeting the aims of this research, as it observes from both a designer and researcher first
person perspective. The players’ traversal of the game 4 will be transcribed and recorded and amended
to the Appendices of the project. The data gathered from this empirical research will be clean,
unhampered data that will also be applicable to other projects that may want to take a different
approach. The collected data can also show where players missed areas of information in the game
world from a designer point of view; “Did players skip examining certain objects, and why?” “Was
there enough information for the player to complete the puzzles and consider it a challenge, rather
than too easy or too difficult?”
In addition to the observation, a survey must be conducted that each player can complete after they
have played the game. This survey will show how new and old players encounter, comprehend and
4

Whether they complete the game or not
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make connections within the text. It will also seek to answer questions about the concerns of
implementing a text-based game to Twitter and how players felt during the game and also whether
they would continue playing.
This particular research method will be tested by developing the skeleton of the game, and creating
rooms and objects that have descriptions but no real use or ‘purpose’ within the game. A survey will
be conducted using similar questions that relate to the player’s impression of the game world, and the
connections between game elements that they managed to make. The data collected as a result of this
survey will also function later on as a good comparison between the two versions of the game – one
that has a puzzle and one that does not. This research will test the way in which elements in the game
world are crafted in order to change the way the game is read, and to aid the player in seeking answers
to puzzles. This test will also work to highlight design issues and problems within the Twitter game
so that problem solving techniques can be used to smooth out these issues in the full version of the
game.
The sample population of this research will be a snapshot of people who are well versed in using
Twitter 5. It will be important to take into consideration when testing the sample group on the game
how familiar they are with interactive fiction previous to playing the Twitter game, and this will be
queried on the test survey. Prior knowledge of the focus material is important to know as it may be
perceived as bias if people who are very familiar with text-based games form the majority of the
sample group, as they will be familiar with its structure and how to easily traverse game levels. This
sampling of test subjects, both knowledgeable and unfamiliar with text based games, is to be
representative of the Twitter user base.
Objective 4 will be achieved using the data that will be collected from objective 3. It will utilise all
the existing theories and research up to that point in order to apply this to the patterns and
observations within the data from objective 3. Whereas objective 3 is intended to show how
successful a text-based Twitter game might be, its data is also useful in furthering understanding of
text-based games from a theoretical and design perspective. Objective 4 will take this perspective in
order to argue for the defining factors of text-based games.

5

These people can be chosen from objective 1’s Twitter assessment questionnaire
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4.0 RESEARCH
4.1 PRELIMINARY STUDY: UNDERSTANDING TWITTER
The purpose of this study was to seek understanding of why a group of random Twitter users had
signed up to Twitter and how they utilised it for their own desires. The study was also used to get a
general understanding of the demographic of these people and what they found limiting or liberating
about the Twitter platform. This information would be used to fund the text-based game idea which
would be ported to Twitter so it can be adapted to suit user’s general preferences (for example, do
they find twitter bots annoying, would a game on twitter be something they’d be interested in trying)
and get an insight into where the most limiting factors of the game may lie and predict where people
might get frustrated at interacting with it.
Twitter is an information network that focuses on allowing participants to have rapid conversations
about any topic of their choice. The idea is that people can share a lot of information with a limited
amount of characters, only 140 characters per message (Twitter, 2010). This runs parallel with the
ideology behind text-based adventure games in which the player types the actions they want to
perform in the game world, and the product of this is a game world represented wholly by text.
The Twitter platform is entirely text based. It works by typing a message into a text bar and hitting
send. The message then appears on the user’s timeline and anyone else who is following that user’s
timeline. What this produces is a seemingly rather basic feed of information, presented in
chronological order that can be viewed and archived.
The survey was posted onto a Twitter account which then asked followers to fill in and pass the
message along to their followers to do so, so that a good variation of people would fill it in and it was
not bias to any particular demographic of follower. The questions were developed for a qualitative
response that would give a good idea of the individual behaviour while obtaining a maximum amount
of responses.
4.1.1 Results
The results were collected from 18 Twitter users and the results can be seen in Appendix A. The
majority of people who took the survey have been on Twitter for more than three years and over 50%
of the users who took the survey had been there for at least 2 years. These people will have
experienced the changes of Twitter and have a clear idea of how interaction on Twitter occurs. Over
20% of the participants tweeted more than 15 times a day, compared to the other participants, 30% of
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whom tweet at least a few times a day and 35% of whom tweet sporadically. One of the participants
steadily tweets at least 15 times a day and has over 14,000 tweets in total on their profile. This is not
a rare occurrence on Twitter due to the ease and simplicity of sharing ones thoughts in 140 characters,
particularly if you follow many people and find it easy to work your way into conversations.
The responses from the participants when asked if their ‘following’ list corresponded with their real
life interests gave a 100% yes answer response. Using this information to assume the accounts they
follow correlate with their real life hobbies and interests makes it easy to learn about an individual and
what they find interesting. The responses ranged from news desks to celebrities, friends and even
fictional characters. Only two of the participants answered no when asked ‘do you follow fictional
characters’. The reasons that came up for people who do follow fictional characters were for comedy
value, inspiration, extra content to fiction they already read and to further their immersion in fiction
they already read surrounding characters.
4.1.2 Analysis
Twitter appears to be more than a social network. It has been described as a micro-blogging site and
the responses show just that, indicated by user’s ability to share and immerse them in information they
find entertaining and inspiring – not just chatting with their close friends. It is an effective way of
locating and creating interest in a particular subject, for example music by following music
professionals, event organisers and radio stations. It seems to be a key feature of Twitter that allows
users to decide what topics they want to see, rather than having their social feeds filled up with very
personal information, such as that found on Facebook. This gives more power to the user in terms of
immersion of information.
It has also proven itself to be an effective and often reliable source of news because of its accessibility
through third party programs which Twitter allows and encourages developers to use and also because
of its accessibility from a mobile device which means statements, information and videos can be
shared instantly and effortlessly from anywhere providing you have a GPS or internet connection.
The features of twitter that users found most useful and aid in providing more control to the user in
terms of their feed are:


The ability to ‘retweet’ information which means other users can see messages by people they
are not following, creating a chain reaction of interest



140 character limit creates a non-pressurising social environment where the user has to try
and share information within this limit. Some find this a limitation but others seem to find
this a positive feature of the platform.
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The API because it introduces users to development and allows them to make Twitter work
how they want it to work depending on how they use the platform.



Trending topics and ‘hashtags’ create mass interest in a particular topic allowing users to
meet new people, immerse themselves in certain kinds of information and speak freely about
their thoughts on a topic. This function could lead into research surrounding mimetics.



The ability to post pictures onto Twitter by using Twitpic.com – the website is fully
connected to Twitter so once a user posts a picture through Twitpic it appears on their Twitter
profile several moments later (almost instantaneous). 45% of users who responded posted
pictures to their Twitter, at least 5 of them used Twitpic.

Users found the most limiting factors of Twitter as follows:


Difficulty to hold in depth conversations due to the 140 character limit. This user simply
means that it is frustrating to express your thoughts on something in a linguistically
expressive manner due to the character count limit. When tested, Twitter provided a message
stating ‘You need to be more clever than that’ seen in Appendix E1.



When using an external third party application called Twit Longer, it shortens the tweet and
provides a URL to the full tweet, seen in Appendix E2.



Nearly 100% of users who answered felt the 140 character limit was the most limiting aspect
of Twitter however they also perceived this as a strength of the platform as the overall
ideology is simplicity

4.1.3 Conclusion
There is a potential for Twitter games and it is something that has been attempted in the past and is
being attempted now. Examples of current Twitter games include Echo Bazaar and Tweet RPG.
Echo Bazaar is an external browser-based story-game that allows the user to pull ‘storylets’ from a
deck of cards, which presents action based opportunities for the player and success of completing the
storylet depends on their characters stats. Stats have the opportunity to be boosted by generating
interest through Twitter. The player is also limited to how many actions they can perform in the space
of 10 minutes, and can gain more actions by tweeting prose and intrigue from the game. By sharing
the game on Twitter and tweeting about it they receive a boost to their stats which effect how well
they do in the storylets.
Twitter hangman and Twitter quiz bots were a trend a few years ago, but since Twitter has updated
their API, the developers of these games haven’t bothered to update their applications, and so they do
not work anymore. This is the same situation for the ‘Zork’ bot on Twitter. The Zork bot on Twitter
would run the text-based game of Zork word for word for Twitter users. The long lines of prose in
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Zork would be presented as a link on Twitter to the user so they could read the whole prose, similar to
the Twit Longer application demonstrated in the analysis section of this study [see appendix E3].
This bot appears to have ‘broken’ somewhere along recent development [see appendix E4], perhaps as
Twitter updated their API, which seems to be somewhat of a roadblock for these kind of Twitter game
developers. Unfortunately with a lack of funding it is difficult for these developers to keep rewriting
their code. The API is a strength of the Twitter platform that allows independent developers to use it
in any way they can. However if Twitter dramatically change the API periodically this is a potential
problem for anyone who wishes to develop interactive fiction for Twitter using automated bots.
API issues aside, it does seem possible for there to be a Twitter run text-based game that is not based
on any existing IF but is developed wholly for Twitter. There are attempts at creating adventure
games for Twitter, including some informal attempts between friends and Tweet RPG. However
Tweet RPG differs from this project because it depends on many Twitter users getting involved and
voting for the next part of the story, hence it is more of a choose-your-own-adventure style game, not
a text-based adventure game like the form that is being examined here. The developers also cater for
multiple people to ‘play’ at once, or get involved as they can all vote on what part of the story they
want the hero to explore. However, individual action becomes meaningless as it is the majority’s
decision on what path to take.
Other games that play to Twitter’s strength include locational games, utilising the GPS system on
Twitter and users’ mobile devices. Foursquare is an application which has always used social
networking sites to let people tell their friends where they are using GPS location technology. Using
Twitter, they created a mini-game that each time someone checks in at a location, they gain a rank at
that location depending on how many times they check in. The person who checks in the most at that
location becomes the Mayor, and creates a mini-competition between folks in that area [see appendix
E5].
In order to begin the process of creating a text-adventure for Twitter, the Twitter strengths and
limitations have been examined, noting that the 140 character limitation might be the most
challenging element to consider. At first it might seem fair to say that the character limit would not
allow for any kind of prose or linguistic expression like you might find in Adventure for example:
“The trees of the forest are large hardwood oak and maple, with an occasional grove of pine or spruce.
There is quite a bit of undergrowth, largely birch and ash saplings plus nondescript bushes of various
sorts. This time of year visibility is quite restricted by all the leaves, but travel is quite easy if you
detour around the spruce and berry bushes.”
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However, research might show that character lengths and linguistic prose are not inherently linked.
Twitter themselves tell the user “you need to be more clever” when they try to go over 140 characters
in a message. It is a possibility that the more expressive and shorter the game output will be, the more
rhythm the game might have overall. However, many browser-based text-adventure games make use
of font styles, for example, making certain words bold that hold an importance in the text. This is not
possible to do on Twitter, so there needs to be a way to figure out how to make sure the player takes
notice of certain words or phrases.
Some might argue that it would be better to take advantage of the GPS technology available through
mobile devices in order to create alternate reality games, such as treasure hunts and would create a lot
more interest and buzz in general. Developers might be able to create text-adventure games that
utilise these technologies to give the individual user a real-world adventure which might encourage
exploration of real-world locations, and the alternate reality aspect of it could be to change the natural
‘perception’ of that place, i.e. A forest could become magical. The goal of these adventures could be
to gain treasure, like the adventure in Zork that would give you points through Twitter. The reason
for not going that far with this project is the lack of resources and knowledge on how to implement
such a complicated system. But it is an example of the potential for text-based AR games that could
be run on Twitter.
Going forward, a text based game will be created using the primary and secondary research that is
going to be collected. This text based game will utilise traditional design principles but an attempt
will be made to adapt those onto a new and limiting platform. The problem of being able to maintain
in depth conversations on Twitter will be kept in mind, as this is predicted to be one of the most
challenging obstacles. The game will have one major puzzle and exploratory features that allow the
player to build a picture in their mind of the world and how it works. A curiosity for the world will
also want to be made, utilising William James’ orders of existence theory and how people make
‘situations’ meaningful.

4.2 WHAT IS INTERACTIVE FICTION?
The following research will examine the structure and design patterns of interactive fiction from
various sources with examples in order to get a clear idea of what IF encompasses.
4.2.1 The Prologue
This term is the section of a text based game which describes a game world before the player can
input the first command, or ‘initial situation’; “any of this text which does not describe the IF world is
not considered to be part of the prologue” (Montfort, 2011, p. 37). When viewing pieces of existing
interactive fiction, it’s clear to see use of this device. A good example is the game 9:05 by Adam
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Cadre. Here, the prologue is used to instil a sense of urgency in the player and build the character’s
thoughts and feelings on their current situation.
[The phone rings.
Oh, no -- how long have you been asleep? Sure, it was a tough night, but-- This is bad. This is very
bad.
The phone rings.] 6
Having played the game at least once will enlighten the player as to what ‘it was a tough night’ really
means. This is also a clear use of foreshadowing for new players who will be completely naive as to
why the character had a ‘tough night’. Answering the phone thanks to the two reminders in the
prologue here presents the following output:
[You pick up the phone. "Hadley!" a shrill voice cries. "Hadley, haven't you even left yet?? You
knew that our presentation was at nine o' clock sharp! First the thing with the printers, now this -there won't even be enough left of you for Bowman to fire once he's done with you. Now get the hell
down here!!"]
This informs the player more about their situation and their next goal. The use of bold in this excerpt
is taken straight from the web-browser format used to play the game, the designer using this format to
exaggerate certain aspects of the text to communicate to the player.
According to Dennis Jerz, the prologue doesn’t just need to be a static piece of text introducing the
story. It can be a good place for the designer to introduce the player to the rules of the world as well
as any back story, generally by enclosing them in a space where they need to get themselves out of in
order to access the world/plot beyond (Jerz, 2001). The third version of his game ‘Crack of Noon’
implements this device straight into the game, where rather than use a short line of prose to introduce
the game, he simply tells the player of his location and objects of interest surrounding him and then
provides chance for input straight away. Upon examination of a jacket which has fallen from the
nightstand, the player reveals a note which they can read. This note tells the player of their next
task/goal and some character information. Jerz and Cadre both implement their prologue here through
help of the player’s input. Rather than the game outright tell the player about their goals, feelings and
motivations, it requires player effort to actually reveal this on their own. This is also true in Zork,
where the player must examine a mailbox to pull out a leaflet. Upon reading the leaflet, it gives the
player some text about the game goals, developer credits and instructions. The prologue can be
implemented a variety of ways which either explicitly exposes the character and backstory, or during
the ‘initial situation’ requires the player to work to understand who and where they are.

6

Excerpt from 9:05 by Adam Cadre
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Jerz (2001) talks about how exposition in interactive fiction is far more important than laying out lines
and lines of prose which expose the character’s motivations, what they’re feeling and what they need
to do next. He argues that putting long prose into the mouth of the game narrator will not add more
‘story’ to a puzzle, and will inevitably put the player off completely. In fact, Zork and Adventure
situated the player right at the scene and did not inform them of their goals, motivations or any kind of
backstory. The exposition develops through exploration and examination of the world around the
player. In the case of Adventure, true exposition of the character’s motivations never come to light,
instead the game is progressed and structured through a series of episodic puzzles that keeps moving
and progressing the player through the game world (Buckles, 1985). Brenda Laurel believed this style
of plot structure to be intrinsic to the text-adventure genre (Laurel, 1986) which modern interactive
fiction cannot argue for, as many opt for dramatic structure over episodic. Considering this, it is clear
interactive fiction still potentially has more to offer in what it can produce. However, this research
needs to show defining elements and despite the differing types of interactive fiction available, each
can be shown to contain a prologue in the form shown in 9:05 or in the initial situation where the
player gets involved.
4.2.2 The final situation
The final situation consists of a possible several outcomes. The final situation is represented by the
final reply from the game, where the player will find they cannot perform anymore inputs within the
world, “the narration of events in the IF world cannot be continued” (Montfort, 2011). It is the end of
the game for the player by means of death or victory. In order for a piece to be considered as IF, it
must consist of an initial situation and a final situation. If the player reaches victory in the final
situation, it has been a successful traversal of the world.
In the game ‘Alabaster’ the player may reach several endings depending on what paths they chose to
take throughout the game, and eventually reach. The final situation in a traversal where the player
becomes Lilith’s consort informs them of this and provides the player with a long ending for them to
read and examine. The game then asks if they’d like to restart, restore or review other endings [see
figure 10]. This is the final situation because an outcome was reached and the player can no longer
effect that particular traversal of the game. This is the case for all final situations in IF.
4.2.3 IF as a ‘game’
In order to define IF as a game, its underlying goal-based and rule systems need to be identified.
Some existing theories do not define as a game, as it should be. An example of this is Roger Carbol’s
locational puzzle theory which does not distinguish IF from non-game. Defining the ‘game’ element
within IF is what will help towards providing an accurate description of IF. An argument could be put
forward that a piece of IF provides the player with the option of choosing two paths, both different but
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no path having any advantage over the other. For this to be IF would entirely depend on whether the
end-game had a final situation or even a goal. Another argument could say that a designer could
produce a piece of IF in which the player is able to examine and explore a world completely free of
roadblocks, puzzles, conflict or intrigue. No game elements exist in this world, nor any beginning or
final situation. There is a world simulation but this is not IF either. This is why it is important to
define the game elements of IF so that the reader has a clear picture in their mind of exactly what the
term IF describes.
Roger Callois observed two kinds of play, ludus and paidia. Ludus defines games with explicit rules
and systematic framework, whereas paidia defines free, spontaneous playfulness. He defines four
forms of play within those definitions:


Alea – ‘chance’ games, slot machines could be considered under this definition however the
question of just how random slot machines are could be pulled up



Agon – ‘competition’ games, chess is almost purely an agon game, as is sport in general.
Strategy and resource management activities could come under this definition to maximise
one’s ability to win



Mimicry – mimicking a persona or character in some form through the activity of role-play.
An example of most adventure games where the player takes on the persona of the main
character or protagonist



Ilinx – this is a form where the person’s perceptions on the world are changed through
physical activity such as riding rollercoasters or roundabouts to taking hallucinogenic drugs

To classify interactive fiction is difficult as Callois’ definitions of game are not wholly suitable for it.
There are definite elements of mimicry in every piece of interactive fiction, which is how a player
explores and examines the world around them through the use of an avatar or persona. It could also
be argued that Ilinx is useful to describe IF because the player is changing their perception on the
world around them and even more so when techniques such as metalypsis are used in IF. In some
pieces of IF there are elements of alea (dice-rolling physics for combat in RPG text games) and it
could be argued there are elements of agon too. Perhaps the player is competing against the designer
to work out the puzzles the designer has put in place to discover and understand the game world
better. This point is expanded upon in section 4.5.
This does well to describe the kinds of play at work within IF but how its ludological attributes be
defined, and show it is a ludic form? This is very easy to show in determinate IF, a world that is
scripted and each action and reaction is determined by a designer. Using Aarseth’s typology of
cybertext, it is possible to focalise on a specific kind of IF. Indeterminate cybertexts could be classed
as having paidia elements, as they contain aspects which cannot be determined – that are
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‘randomised’ using a simulation engine and can account for ‘free play’ such as MUDs. The reason
MUDs in particular hold paidia elements is because their form allows for free role-playing between
multiple players and activities that are not necessarily goal based.
In determinate IF, there is a strong systematic rule base which is enforced on the player. Using
examples from Adventure, this can be shown:
[You are in a splendid chamber 30 feet high.
of orange stone.

The walls are frozen rivers

An awkward canyon and a good passage exit from east and

west sides of the chamber.]

The game is explicitly stating to the player what directions options they have to choose from at this
stage. Attempting to go any direction at this point that is not stated by the game would result in:
[You can’t go that way.]

This is enforcing a world onto the player, reviewing any actions the player wants to make. In scripted
determinate cybertext, it is the parser which decides whether the player has made a command to the
game which makes sense to the game engine. If the command does not make sense, it will explicitly
state that and not allow that command to reach any of the game information (see figure xx for
Aarseth’s information feedback loop system).
Using the information in section 4.2.2 on final situations, it is also clear that IF represents a world in
which the player comes to this final situation, which can be in the form of an end goal or conflict
resolution.

4.3 STRUCTURALISM
Structuralism can be examined in the form of adventure games using multiple approaches. The
approach of structuralism is based on key traits that lie between similar works (Yorke-Smith, 2011) or
similar structures that appear frequently. Interactive fiction itself should not be classed as a genre,
instead it should be classed as a medium, and within that medium are multiple genres.
Muckenhoupt’s “Baf’s Guide” (2000) classifies IF works into 21 genres. In 2002 he found that out of
all IF works, fantasy, RPG and science fiction dominated.
Structure is not only useful for classifying texts into genres, but in this project will be used to
understand how it shapes a text and creates overall meaning and satisfaction in the text. The maturing
trend of IF is to move away from prescriptive genres and produce strong, short stories that are set in a
fictional world of which the particular story will only remain a part of (Nelson, 1995).
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Although Muckenhoupt found that fantasy, RPG and science-fiction were the most common types of
adventure game, the idea of the ‘detective’ or ‘mystery’ genre seems very relevant to the overall idea
of IF. Gentry’s theory that all IF is structured around the idea of ‘awful truth’ similar to Lovecraftian
horror can be related to the idea of revelation. Aarseth states, “In the adventure game, a similar
master figure of mystery and eventual solution is at work” (Aarseth, 1997, p. 124) and to Aarseth, it is
the nature of aporia which separates IF from all other kinds of cybertext. An examination of various
pieces of IF should present a recurring theme of intrigue, doubt and revelation within its overall world
structure.
Awful truth is used to describe techniques in Lovecraftian literature where information is withheld
from the protagonist and they must uncover it, often through the use of diaries, letters and information
left by people who once existed in that space. The protagonist proceeds with doubt in the world,
piecing information together as he progresses. This is linked to the chain of implication technique
which Andrew Plotkin speaks about in ‘Email with Andrew Plotkin’, Appendix E. This particular
theory can be applied to a recent piece of interactive fiction called 9:05 by Adam Cadre. It is not until
the final situation that it is revealed to the player they are not the owner of a home, or worker at a data
centre that the game leads them to believe through traversal of the text. In fact the ‘protagonist’ is a
serial murderer and criminal who fell asleep in the victim’s house and the player feels compelled to
use the victim’s car and attend the victim’s workplace because they believed they were a regular
home owner who just happened to wake up late one morning. In fact the game presents the awful
truth when the player attempts to hand a note to his ‘boss’ and his boss automatically calls for security
and they are imprisoned for life. The player’s compulsion to rush to work is influenced by several
narrative techniques. The repetitive phone ringing, the woman on the phone yelling at you to get into
work and the narrator’s reminders to you when you perform actions to better make this quick, or hurry
up urges the player to get to work where they are inevitably arrested. However this is just one
example where the game was written to clearly ‘trick’ the player and to create a strong plot twist.
Another example of this in the adventure game genre is the horror adventure game Silent Hill:
Downpour. This is the most recent Silent Hill game to be released but follows the traits of its
predecessors by using the lone protagonist who must explore the environment to learn the truth about
Silent Hill and its curious ability to transform into Hell. In Downpour, the awful truth is revealed to
the player at the end of the game, discovering that many of the scenes the player played through were
a warped perspective on what really happened. As it turns out, the protagonist Murphy had viciously
attacked the Father of a policewoman who had been in the crash with Murphy, leaving the Father in a
vegetative state. Suddenly it becomes clear to the player as to why the policewoman was so
aggressive towards Murphy throughout the game. As the player thinks they are defeating the final
boss of the game, it is revealed to them that it is actually the policewoman’s Father they are beating.
In Downpour, there are a few minor characters who the protagonist stumbles across, that appear to
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exist merely to befuddle and intrigue the protagonist even more. However, the world would still be as
frightening and intriguing without those extra few characters. The protagonist is alone for most of the
game, retaliating Aarseth’s point on how unpopulated settings can be boring. In parts of the game, it
is the game world which is scarier than any monster the protagonist comes across, as the game world
morphs and warps very quickly around the player as he tries to escape to stop him and cause his
death. The protagonist can always flee and escape monsters, but the world which entraps the
protagonist cannot be escaped. This world does not need characters to strike fear into the players’
heart but it is evident there have been characters in the past which resided there, correlating with
Michael Gentry’s idea of Lovecraftian traits.
This is a literal example of ‘awful truth’ where the protagonist has come into this place by unfortunate
circumstances. Car crashes are the usual device in Silent Hill or searching for someone who is
missing. However the ‘awful truth’ structure can be used to understand other kinds of adventure
games, where, in the final situation of the game, the player can finally understand and learn the truth
about everything they’ve come across in the game – the puzzle pieces finally come together, as it
were. It does not necessarily need to be ‘awful’, but that has its uses in certain narratives. It is stated
by Aristotle that the most effective narrative pairing is the reversal of fortune & recognition which
creates the greatest tragedies (Aristotle, n.d.).
It can be argued that structure is not limited by how many characters the game can output; it is formed
by the games shape. It is the designer’s job to shape the form to ensure the structure is solid and
reliable. So in the case of Twitter, it should be possible to create a solid overall game structure using
the ideas of aporia-epiphany, the awful truth and intrigue-revelation despite the limitations both player
and game are under throughout the traversal. The examination must be directed at how the designers
of IF create these structures and how it can be applied to the design of the Twitter game considering
the problems surrounding it.

4.4 ERGODICS
“The ergodic structures invented by Crowther and Woods twenty years ago are of course far from
dead but instead persevere as the basic figure for … ‘interactive games’” (Aarseth, 1997, p. 102)
When a reader has the ability to explore a text and create more than one perspective, rather like
taking a ball and looking at it from another angle, it becomes spatial. The problem with spatial texts
is that the reader will always be reminded of “voices not heard, paths not taken”. The author of
ergodic texts will write things that may never be read by the reader, and this is a characteristic of all
spatial ergodic texts.
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Aarseth described 3 elements to texts using Gennette’s “Frontiers of Narrative” and he was able to
distinguish IF from other kinds of traditional media using ergodics and came to the conclusion that
not all ergodics contain narrative. Two traditional elements to text are “description” and “narration”
(genette ref). Description is the representation of objects or characters in a timeless state. Narration is
the representation of actions and events as they unfold in time. Ergodics are “the process of engaging
with cybertext, an extranoematic performance that goes beyond what takes place in the reader’s head”
(Jørgensen, 2003). Here is how Aarseth describes how ergodics fits into new media compared to
traditional narrative [see table 1].
There are inherently problems with this mapping because considering what we know about IF now
seems to contradict the idea that IF does not have narrative. Aarseth’s argument for the lack of
narrative in IF is “the event space is not fixed before the time of play” (Aarseth, 1999, p. 35). There is
also the problem that Aarseth’s ideals of ergodics are somewhat blurred when it comes to
interactivity. However he goes on to state about aporia and epiphany, “Aporia and epiphany are a
fundamental structure of event space, which are the pre-narrative master-figures of experience from
which narratives are spun” (Aarseth, 1999, p. 39). Aporia and Epiphany structures are at work in IF,
just as doubt and revelation are in any given puzzle or presented challenge. If they are the prenarrative constructs that weave narrative, then this means IF does weave narrative for an implied
reader.
Jorgensen (2003) shows how Aristotle’s theories on plot in Poetics XI are the definition of aporia and
epiphany which can be applied to games. Aristotle states that the ‘reversal of fortune’ for a character
and then ‘recognition’ are two plot devices by which tragedians effect catharsis, the process of
releasing tension or strong emotions. Reversal of fortune occurs when a character loses control of a
situation or when a situation veers round to the opposite. Recognition is the effect of freeing the
character or situation from its tense state. It is going from the state of ignorance to knowledge.
However in the example of Oedipus Rex, a Greek tragedy, when the messenger informs Oedipus
about his mother, liberating his tension but informing Oedipus of who he really is, going from
ignorance to knowledge, aporia to epiphany. This creates a reverse effect and Oedipus realises who
he truly is. This creates surprise, anguish, tragedy. This is strongly related to the idea of ‘awful truth’
by Michael Gentry, who states that becoming knowledgeable about the situation can present an awful
and fearful truth. The player in 9:05 for example, is informed of who they really are after they are
arrested for what they thought was a very innocent day at work. The recognition of the situation may
not always be good for the protagonist, and in Greek tragedy this is evident, “the best form of
recognition is coincident with reversal of the situation, as in Oedipus” (Sacred-Texts.com, 2010).
This is just an example of a kind of device that is obvious use of reversal of fortune in an IF, however
the similar kind of structure can be found in many text-based games under the constructs of aporia and
epiphany.
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To visualise how a person fits into an adventure game, an ergodic form, Aarseth states that are three
layers to the traversal of an adventure game discourse which distinguishes it from other forms of
cybertext. There exists a progression plane and an event plane in narrative. The event plane is where
narration of events takes place and the progression plane is the unfolding of events as they are read by
an implied reader. In adventure games, Aarseth proposes a third plane called the negotiation plane,
where the player confronts the ‘intrigue’ by producing a dialogue with the game voice which shows
how the player is negotiating the text as the game provides further information to the player about
what they can achieve in the current circumstances (Aarseth, 1997, p. 125). This is visualised in
figure 7.
Negotiating seems like a good way to describe the interaction a player has with the game when they
are exploring a world, the game is telling them ‘I will perform that and here is the outcome’ or ‘I
don’t understand’ – in the case the parser doesn’t understand the game may have provided ways for
the player to realise their mistake, however the player should at some point within the game realise
what kind of commands the game accepts and what commands do not make sense in the game world’s
context. It is up to the designer to develop a way for the player to understand how the commands
function and what makes sense and what doesn’t. The player therefore needs to compromise with the
games logics in order to progress, reveal intrigue, solve problems and ultimately get to the end of the
game. Here is where text adventure game differs from a choose-your-own-adventure style game as it
contains an element (the parser) which the player must come to terms with in order to negotiate
rationally with the game. The following discourse is from a traversal of ‘Adventure’:
[A cheerful little bird is sat here singing.
> Put bird in cage
The bird was unafraid when you entered, but as you approach it becomes
disturbed and you cannot catch it.
> Use food
I only understood as far as you wanting to use.
> Offer food
(to the little bird) It’s not hungry.
seed.]

Besides, I suspect it prefers bird

The text shows to the player the bird is sat there, happy. As the player attempts to use a cage they
acquired earlier, the text shows the player they have not only upset the bird as they get closer but it
flies away. The player then attempting to ‘use’ food the same way they have ‘used’ doors and buttons
in the past is told by the game that it doesn’t know what to do with that command. A more rational
way of trying to give the bird some food is to ‘offer’ it, and so the player tries that word – it
apparently works as it presents a more intriguing and helpful output, ‘I suspect it prefers bird seed’
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and here is where the player realises they need to get bird seed in order to catch this bird. This kind of
discourse only occurs in text-based games and therefore has a very specific communication structure.
However it is that negotiation model which needs to be understood further, to show different ways in
which the player negotiates. The example used showed how in Adventure, once the player makes a
connection with an item in their inventory that they picked up earlier and something out in the world
they will try to combine the two based on in game logic and real world logic7. By understanding how
a player negotiates, the designer can know how to design better, in particular for the case of Twitter
where each line should be meaningful in the game’s context to avoid repetition, parser errors and
unnecessary outputs that can be annoying for a player.

4.5 RIDDLES AND PUZZLES
Riddles can be seen as just one form of traditional ergodic literature, a form which requires the reader
to understand the relationship between different parts of the riddle and grasping a new ordering of
things along with the meaning. The concept of ergodic speaks of different paths a reader can take,
which can be the case in riddles. They might have several attempts at the solution of the riddle,
attempting to tread down different paths until they come to the true and final solution. It requires a
certain level of work from the reader to reconstruct the perspective they have on the work to
eventually finding a solution. This is why literal riddles are disappointing for the reader as they do
not present a reordered world or a compelling meaning that is interesting. Applying the idea of aporia
and epiphany to that sentiment highlights how the reader would never come to any real doubt within
the riddle, it would be easily solvable. An example Montfort uses to show that riddles do not need to
be clever or metaphorical to meet a definition of riddle is an old traditional oral riddle that goes:
What lives in a river?
Answer: A fish
The intrigue in the riddle is not there, doubt is not presented and therefore the level of epiphany is
somewhat dulled, meaning satisfaction in solving the riddle is dulled too. However, that may not
have been the purpose of the riddle, but here it is just used as an example to show how aporia and
epiphany might be executed in riddles. A more aporia-filled riddle might go:
It cannot be seen, cannot be felt,
Cannot be heard, cannot be smelt.
It lies behind stars and under hills,
And empty holes it fills.

7

as pets or miner’s assistants, birds are often found in cages
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It comes first and follows after,
Ends life, kills laughter. 8 (Tolkien, 1998, p. 99)
And thus figuring out the solution may produce a more intense satisfaction. However the puzzles and
riddles within IF also have other uses, “we have puzzles as a source of interaction and as a means of
narrative advancement” (Yorke-Smith, 2011). Such a statement can be examined within the design of
the Twitter game. Alternatively, Roger Carbol defines puzzles as “something which hinders the
player in achieving his desired game state” (2001). Although Carbol’s puzzle theory did not
distinguish game from non-game, it is shown here how puzzles and riddling elements are in place in
IF to progress the player closer to the final situation.
To use the term ‘agon’ by Roger Callois to describe competition within games is evident in riddles
when used as a social tool to present challenges between a riddler and riddlee, “every riddle must
fulfil two conditions: the first is its social function as a competition between the riddler and riddlees;
the second is its literary form, which must be difficult and enigmatic, yet containing the clues
necessary to decipher it” (Pagis, 1996). Although this theory is used to describe literary puzzles, it
seems appropriate to use these old ideas of poetics, riddles and enigmatic works to further understand
the roles of puzzles within IF. Puzzles in IF and very often riddling elements share similarities with
that of the literary riddle that is described by Pagis and Aristotle. The idea that riddles are used as a
social tool to embed a competition between riddler and riddlee is reminiscent of what Aarseth says
about the dynamic between intrigrant and intriguee in IF. The intrigrant proposes information that the
intriguee must decipher in order to make sense of the game world. The intrigrant inhabits the game
world, rather than transcends it (Aarseth, 1997). This is also perhaps why the literary riddle is
compared closely to IF rather than other forms of game, because the structure of IF inhabits an
intrigrant, an in-game voice, which acts as a “pleasure giving Mephastopheles in the cyber text”
(Aarseth, 1997).
All IF uses this in-game voice, it is inescapable. Rather like the narrator of a book, it is up to the
designer of the IF to determine how the game is spoken to the player. The designer of the IF game is
the intrigrant in this case, he must be aware of the various ways that others can perceive certain
devices within the game and knowing of the one solution to any given puzzle.
Jerz calls implications in text-based games ‘textual clues’ (Jerz, 2001) and these are the pieces of
information a designer presents to a player for them to use in a non-literal manner. It often goes
towards adding to their aporia but ultimately offers the solution to epiphany. An implication can be
anything embedded in the text that is not literal or obvious. The opposite device to this is exposition,

8

Answer: Dark
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examined in section 4.2.1. Word play is one of the more obvious kinds of implications, in particular
when it relates to riddles.
A good example of word-play within interactive fiction is Ad Verbum by Nick Montfort. The player
needs to engage in word play in order to collect objects from inside a mansion that is due to be
demolished once everything inside has been taken. The game uses the owner of this mansion, the
Wizard of Wordplay, to place word play puzzles around the location in order for the player to proceed
and achieve the end goal. The game is spoken using consistent alliterations, creating an overall
rhythm of the game which players can resound with and the designer focuses puzzles around. For
example, the beginning of the game repeats the word ‘difficult’ and ‘stuck’ on item descriptions
where it appears obscure and doesn’t seem to make sense in the context of the item.
[> open door
Which do you mean, the difficult difficult difficult door or the southern
door?
> examine difficult difficult difficult door
This difficult difficult difficult door looks like the kind that is always
getting stuck stuck stuck. It now stands open.]9

The game in this sense could be analysed using poetics, as the rhythm of the prose is poetic in nature
and trying to emphasise a sense of rhythmic difficulty across to the player. After playing this game
and getting stuck after 30 minutes, it is easy to see why this word is emphasised in the first few
minutes of the game. The game corresponds well with the idea of riddles, in that we must change our
perception on how we see certain words, phrases and rhythms. The player must also delve deep into
their own knowledge and understanding about words and be well-read in order to solve the riddles.
The satisfaction of both the designer and the intriguee taking part in creating and solving puzzles is
that it awakens new visions of the world and new perspectives (Montfort, 2003), “well-constructed
riddles are attractive… a new idea is conveyed and there is metaphorical expression” (Aristotle, n.d.).
There is a relationship between riddle, world and designer. The riddle can reveal a new world that
reflects a different kind of order and familiarity to our own, “the riddle can reveal in a brief flash an
excluded cosmos, a non-world or topsy-turvy world lurking just beneath or within our properly
ordered and familiar one” (Hasan Rokem, Shulman, 1996, ref). Montfort concludes that the world
concept describes the relationship between the riddler and the riddlee (Montfort, 2003, p. 43). To
back this idea up, Wehlau (1997, p. 99) says; “riddlers, like poets, imitate God by creating their own
cosmos; they recreate through words, making familiar objects into something completely new, rearranging the parts of pieces… In this transformed world, a distorted mirror of the real world, the
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riddler is in control, but the reader has the ability to break the code and solve the mystery”. In this
project, that can be adapted to state the riddler is the designer and the riddlee is the player, however
the communication structure in adventure games differs.
Traditional communication in Aristotlian narrative is passed down as thus, “the author puts the words
in the mouth of a fictional narrator, who addresses a narratee with whom the real reader identifies”
(Aarseth, 1997, p. 92). In a post-modernist narrative, the communication structure is broken and
discontinuous, “the new novel repeats itself, bisects itself, modifies itself, contradicts itself, without
even accumulating enough bulk to constitute a past – and thus a story” (Kermode, 1967, p. 19). A
post-modernist cybertext such as Afternoon can be described by Aarseth as using devices of
metalypsis, uncertain causalities, ecriture labyrinthine - ‘verbal labyrinth’. Because of the technology
associated with such cybertext, the reader might wonder if they have actually read anything at all after
immersing in something like Afternoon, because the text has no fundamental flow. Therefore a
‘discontinuous’ communication structure in Afternoon is represented as thus. The relationship
between narrator and narratee work well because the “dialogues and monologues in each screen make
sense, and the parts of the text we can observe appear to be fragments of some rational narrative”.
However the relationships between author and narrator, narratee and reader are broken because the
reader’s ability to jump between strands of the story they lose identification with the narratee. There
is also a similar problem with IF communication. The designer of IF has a problem with
distinguishing the in-game voice that provides challenges in the text from the voice that narrates the
events and actions within the game – they are apparently the same voice. From what is read here, the
designer is ultimately the ‘riddler’ or the presenter of challenges, but in Aristotlian narrative, the
designer creates a narrator to read out events. So it seems the designer is both and none at the same
time. This can be examined further in the Twitter game.
Aristotle states that patterns of surprise, delay and excited recognition are activated in the reader
through use of metaphors. Metaphors enliven language by deceiving reader’s expectations, “Good
metaphors can usually be made from successful riddles, for metaphors are kinds of riddle” (Aristotle,
n.d.). This is useful to learn within IF because there are pieces that do not contain any kinds of riddles
or puzzles. However, the IF still has the potential to make use of this kind of communication in order
to enliven the text, “the meaningful literary and puzzling elements of the IF form are not antagonistic
but must work together for the effect of IF to be achieved” (Montfort, 2003). In the case of 9:05 it is
not explicitly used but the idea of the game narrator being a trickster or riddler is apparent due to the
plot twist at the final situation of a traversal. Implications within the game are used through the
players work, including the use of dirty clothing, sleeping in late and the character’s lack of
conversation with the woman who called up.
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4.6 INTERVIEW WITH ANDREW PLOTKIN
Spider and Web won 5 XYZZY awards in 1998 for best puzzles, best use of medium, best game, best
NPC and best individual puzzle, so it seemed advantageous to seek wisdom from the designer,
Andrew Plotkin, who is well known in the interaction fiction community. There is even a genre of IF
called Zarfian10 which is named after his online alias, Zarf. According to Joe Pereria [see appendix
F], Spider and Web is a good example of interactive fiction that cannot be replicated in graphical form
due to the player being moved between various levels of diegetic planes in the story. Pereira states;
“Spider & Web by Andrew Plotkin is the best IF game I have played not only because of this puzzle,
but because the story is told during an interrogation and flashbacks - totally original and unique. The
puzzle in this game, and even the way in which it is narrated, simply could not be done in any other
genre of video game - and I have been a gamer of RPGs, RTSs and FPS for a pretty long time.” [see
appendix F]
Pereira’s view on this is that the structure of the game-story is not typical of other games that are seen
in the field, the interaction between the flash backs and the interrogation sequences being what sets it
completely apart from other kinds of game. The entire email thread with Plotkin can be read at
Appendix E, ‘Email with Andrew Plotkin’.Considering this, it felt fair to ask Andrew Plotkin how he
developed this structure and how he thinks this kind of traversal between levels of the story builds on
overall meaning.
He responded with, “It's not the structure of past and present storylines *per se* that's important.
That's a particular technique that I used in this game, because it fit the theme; it's not crucial in itself”
[see appendix E, p. 2]
On metalypsis, he then goes on to say, “This is just as meaningful for traditional fiction as for
interactive fiction, of course. In books we get unreliable narrators, negative-space story threads,
allusive and indirect storytelling techniques. In a sense this *is* interactivity, or as close to
interactivity as the printed page supports. So I think it works particularly well in videogame
storytelling.” [see appendix E, p.2]
This is a particularly interesting point he made because he is stating that the use of this technique even
in traditional media points to interactivity. At least some effort is required from the reader/player of
the text to make sense of the story from the way the author has written it.
In Spider and Web it is implemented in such a way that when the player traverses the flashback
sequence, the game allows them to make a deferral from how the story is meant to go (the ideal
sequence, what really happened to the player character in the flashback). However, once they hit a
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roadblock or trigger an event, the game will pull the player back into the present-day interrogation
room sequence and be forced to try again from the last ideal point in the narrative from the author’s
perspective. This is very different to the implementation of traditional fiction as the reader does not
have several paths laid out by the author to choose from. The difference between traditional media
and cybertext media of this kind is that the player has no idea if the events they are witnessing will
help them reach the end of the game, whereas the reader in traditional media will always know what
they are witnessing is relevant to the story in some way (Aarseth, 1997, p. 112). In a game like Zork
I, the player can roam back and forth in the forest without being punished for doing so because there
is no set ideal sequence of events, the story is not pre-determined because the actions the player is
going to take are the events which are going to occur in that players game. There is something that
could be called the ‘golden path’ which is subtly enforced on players through all interactive fiction,
but is made more obvious in Spider and Web through the pullback/flash forward technique.
Plotkin also states that metalypsis can activate a technique called ‘implication’ which can be chained
together to form ‘chains of implication’ (Appendix E, p.2). Chains of implications are very important
to him for his work, because implementing it means more effort is required from the player, which
further engages them and “amplifies the power of the text”. Implication lends itself to the ergodic
discourse of the text, which is intrigue-orientated and generated by the player’s negotiation with the
intrigue in the text.
Puzzle development was brought up, “how do you develop your puzzles, and how you know
something is going to be challenging or not, or suited to the right audience?” (Appendix X). His
response harks back to what he mentioned about chains of implication and the importance of the
connections that the player has already made in their mind before the puzzle is introduced to them, “I
typically start with the insight. What connection has the player made; what action has the player
thought of that makes perfect sense in context?” [see appendix E]. “That includes all of the puzzle
elements and how they fit together -- but also how they were introduced, and what the player did with
each of them *before* the puzzle came along.”
Plotkin’s explanation supports the conclusion made using structuralist approach towards IF, being that
the text should provide implications through the use of objects and world interaction that makes sense
to the context of the world to build up awful truths, revelations, intrigues and doubts. Intrigue is
particularly important because a player can be intrigued by an object even before a puzzle is ever
introduced. It is up to the designer to ensure the object plays to the player’s expectations but also can
be interpreted and negotiated differently when required.
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5.0 OBSERVATIONS
The research so far has shown how the verbal element of text based games (the text itself) uses certain
patterns in comparison to graphical interactive fiction such as Dear Esther and Amnesia: The Dark
Descent. The verbal element is what entirely shapes the genre, given the ability to utilise classical
prose structures in order to create rhythm and form as exemplified by the relationships with literary
riddles and prose. The genre shares traits with other verbal cybertexts such as chatterbots, MUDs,
chatrooms, hypertext and choose-your-own-adventure. It is important that this project distinguishes
the kind of text-based game that is being focused on here from all other kinds of verbal ‘game’ or
cybertext otherwise the idea of function and underlying mechanics of the form will be lost. For
example, chatterbots function entirely differently to how adventure games in general function despite
the similarities in communication. It also needs to be shown that adventure games can come in the
form of graphical representation, rather than text – and even use both. The Hobbit is an example of
this. In graphical games such as Amnesia: The Dark Descent, the player acquires verbal information
through diary notes and letters, similar to the form of Lovecraftian horror. In graphical interactive
fiction games like Dear Esther, the player has no access to verbal written information, but rather the
audio narrator quite often speaks in metaphorical and obscure prose at the player, for them to piece
together meaning and understand what has happened to the characters who once existed in that world.
The way the information is processed in different kinds of interactive fiction depends on how the text
is spoken to the player. It is important to note that because it makes the way information is put across
in text-based games unique. Purely text based games utilise verbal communication completely unlike
games which may mix and match graphics, audio or text. The text is the only way to communicate
anything to a player in interactive fiction and so all effort should be placed on understanding that.
When considering all the research that went into riddles it is to be concluded that chains of
implications within the prose are important to communicate subtle ideas at the player. Graphical
games do not have the capability to communicate in this way to the player. Implication lends itself to
the ergodic discourse of the text, which is intrigue-orientated and generated by the player’s
negotiation with the intrigue in the text. This further supports the unique ability text-based platforms
have over 3D platforms in communicating implication and metaphor to the player, just as literary and
folk riddles have for centuries.
It is also clear that IF can be defined using a ludic approach, even if the piece of IF is not necessarily
‘game-like’ in the traditional sense. Many pieces of IF lack the traditional ludic elements that
Konzack notes in his game space model such as health, score and game-modes and opt-in for a
different way of managing resources through inventory, objects and world. However it was shown
through the research how interactive fiction is a form of game and nothing less.
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In order to separate IF from other text-based exploratory works, it is necessary to consider that IF
contains beginning and end elements. These are the initial situation and final situation that structure
the player’s traversal with the world to make it a successful traversal or not. Structuralism in IF
works, particularly the study by Michael Gentry showed how aporia and epiphany relate to that of the
awful truth in Aristotlian and Lovecraftian philosophies, and how the expression of doubt and tense
states within reading seems integral to interactive fiction especially.
It feels that the player must pay more attention in IF than in other games, not just because of the lack
of visuals, but also because of the possible metaphorical implications written by the designer. This
means anything that makes the player think about what they’ve already seen and considered in game
can be used to develop new challenges and new ways of thinking about what they’ve already
encountered. Indeed, Plotkin in his email stated that for him to develop interesting puzzles, he often
thinks about what connections the player might have already made and what actions they have
thought of that makes perfect sense in the context. He goes back and develops the context further to
ensure all the puzzle elements fit together. This is done by considering how they were introduced to
the player, and what each player did with them before the puzzle was even introduced. This idea of
re-iteration in the world to tweak and develop certain objects to have better meaning overall can be
used in the development of the Twitter game. Hence why theories used in this project are being built
upon to incorporate the designer too, so that designers may go to further understand how text-based
games function and what makes them very different and have unique capabilities in comparison to
graphical games.
To go towards a theory of understanding how a designer develops a world for a specific platform, first
the designer clearly needs to understand intimately the platform they are going to design for. The
Twitter platform was studied and analysed using a qualitative survey of Twitter users and empirical
observation of the Twitter platform over a long time. In order to communicate to an implied player on
Twitter, the communication should be unbroken and rhythmic in order to maintain their interest. s
They secondly should intimately understand how they want to communicate structure and form to the
person they are verbally giving information to. Using Aarseth’s adventure game discourse model [see
figure 7] it shows the levels of communication a text-based game can provide, but we need to extend
on it slightly to incorporate how designers allow players to negotiate with the text ergodically as it
does not explain how the player negotiates with the text, where prose and implication come into it or
how it really distinguishes itself from other forms of cybertext. All the research up to this point has
lent itself to Aarseth’s model, in how players negotiate with the progression of the text and the events
that have occurred within the game.
Considering the observations, the arguments to be made are:
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Puzzles are not intrinsic to interactive fiction, though intrigue and progression is, and one way
of introducing this is through the implementation of puzzles



The designer must knowingly and actively integrate implication and chains of implications in
order for the player to make connections within the text



Interactive fiction is a unique form of game that holds the capabilities to use poetic and
metaphorical structures versus other forms of game, meaning it is less abstract than forms
such as post-modernist cybertext



Rhythm is a very important verbal construct that must be upheld throughout the entire
traversal of a game in order to keep the connection with the player

From here, a game can be designed using the techniques learnt throughout this research section to
highlight these constructs within the Twitter game and assess how successful those constructs can be
on a limited platform.
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6.0 TESTING
6.1 FIRST STAGE OF ARCANA
The game ‘Arcana’ was created using the Quest text game engine. This is not only because the
developers were easily contactable, but it had a large community and powerful scripting functionality
that would, with the right expertise, allow for creation of any text-based puzzle. The game was
developed according to typical text-based game design principles. Amongst those these were
considered:


Allow the player to become familiar with the interactions available within the world in the
first room/prologue so that beyond that they can easily progress without frustration



Keep the commands basic so that the complexity lies with the outputs the game provides to
the player rather than the player working too hard to find the right input commands – at this
stage of the pre-puzzle game, the commands can remain basic without issue



Ensure a rhythm can be maintained within the game in terms of the prose of the outputs and
that the player will consistently input and be interested in the world

The Quest engine itself is programmed to provide these principles to a designer in order to create the
game:


Areas are visualised as ‘rooms’



Entities within rooms are visualised as ‘objects’ (that includes NPCs, objects, walls, any game
entity that the player can interact with in some way)



Scripts are produced and ran when a player interacts with objects, they can be very basic or
rather complex depending how much you want the item to do within the world

At this stage it is not necessary to view the design document which relates to the full game, as this is
only a partially completed game to observe how the current state of things fares through Twitter. This
test was done to witness player’s reaction to objects, what their expectations were how they interacted
with their environment and whether the design would lead them on, keep them interested and curious
about the world. This required completion of a survey after they played for between 30 – 60 minutes.
6.1.1 Methods
At this stage, in terms of research, it was important to consider;


parser issues that were brought up by Juul and Nelson and to establish whether the method of
keeping the inputs basic is less frustrating but too simple for players in the world
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how difficult it would be as a designer trying to develop for Twitter to describe features to the
player so that they could create a mental map of the world



creating a curiosity for the world within the player through the use of objects, locations and
NPCs



creating an interest for progression through objects, locations and NPCs



pre-existing concerns about implementing a game like this onto Twitter using the Twitter
survey

The world would contain no ‘puzzles’ by the strict definitions. Here, the research into tasks and
puzzles was important to distinguish tasks the player needs to complete by using an obvious set of
commands. An example is unlocking a door, activating an item or asking an NPC to show them
something since it appears obvious in context that it is the correct action a player should take. A
puzzle is something which needs to be presented as a challenge to the interactor and refer to the
thought process of the interactor in some way. The solution to a puzzle must have been completed
using a non-obvious set of commands, “a puzzle can’t be obvious” and “a puzzle has to have an
objective” Gregory Cox quoted in (2011, p. 48). The reason for not including puzzles at this stage of
development is to observe how players react to objects of curiosity and go towards proving the thesis
of text-based games being a puzzle-focused medium whereby the structure and function of the space
allows the player to actively seek these challenges using objects and locations.
Considering Andrew Plotkin’s advice on his development of puzzles, this stage of research will show
how players make sense of the world using objects and descriptions before any puzzle is introduced.
It will be possible to go back after this stage and tweak the world to create a better context for objects
and better implications if the players don’t spot certain things within the game. This is where
Aarseth’s adventure game discourse model comes into use and holds some great importance over this
whole project.
The testing was implemented using a 16 step survey that had a list of statements for the tester to
agree/disagree with to be able to easily compare with the final test survey. Each game would also be
recorded and archived to show each input and output and the overall time of play.
Joe Pereira stated in an email, “What intrigues me about your project is how you're going to make the
game world model accessible in Twitter” [see appendix F]. To help visualise this for an audience, a
chart can be drawn to describe the front and back end of the game and how information is passed
through from game engine to player. Initially this was using Aarseth’s information flow chart to show
how the components of an indeterminate cybertext 11 work together. In determinate cybertext such as

Where the adjacent scripton of every scripton are not always the same – the responses to given
situations may not be the same. This can include random functions such as dice rolls.
11
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Adventure and Arcana, the simulation, representation and presentation aspects of the model can be
consolidated as one element (Aarseth, 1997, p. 104) [see figure 8]
Using this model, it was possible to create a visual model of how information is passed through the
Twitter game [see figure 9]. It is acknowledged at this stage the difference between the two models is
speed. The Twitter model has extra steps to channel information through, therefore will be slower
than the indeterminate model. However, the Twitter model does not require a simulation engine; at
least for this style of determinate adventure game, one that does not contain combat or physics
because it is entirely scripted for full designer control over inputs and outputs into the world.
6.1.2 Results
Three people played a large amount of the game and each play through can be seen in Appendices D,
E, F and G. One person [see appendix H2] had mild distractions during play, and often had large gaps
of time between each input. Their play was rather sporadic and didn’t manage to leave the first room,
despite playing for 32 minutes in total. The other players played solidly for between 20 minutes and
60 minutes. The players then filled out a survey which can be seen individually at appendix B1 – B4.
100% of players had played text-based games before. This naturally discounts any input from players
who are not familiar with text-based games. However in the final test, the baseline test will be from
players who are not familiar with text-based games at all, and that is where an important conclusion
can be made using the observation of their play. At this stage of research it wasn’t vastly important to
have someone play who was not familiar with this style of play, although it would have been useful to
discount bias.
The players disagreed on the statement “when the game did not understand my command, it was very
frustrating” and one player did not experience this issue at all. The very basic commands of the game
were useful here, and for future versions of the game the commands will remain basic. No player had
an issue with the speed of the game; each response from the game to the user came on average about
30 seconds after they had made an input. This is contradictory to earlier worries that the game would
feel too slow or clunky, surprisingly, players got along with the speed just fine. On average, the
players who got to the locked gate, also the edge of the world, made 55 moves and 62 moves
respectively. Each played for exactly one hour, which means they made around 1 move per minute
and were satisfied with this speed.
Despite the character limitation, which the game has adhered to strictly, the players all found that the
world had enough information for them to explore and learn more about it. Despite a design issue
towards the end of this version of the game, there were always options for the player to choose
somewhere to go and it was good to learn that they wanted to keep exploring and found the
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descriptions and prose within the game satisfying to read. Statement 12 and statement 14 back up this
sentiment, “the world was described well in the sentences that came while I was exploring” and
“when exploring, it felt the world needed more meaningful descriptions”. General player feedback
was a qualitative option for players to give some critical feedback. This is what players had to say:


“The world was very descriptive in the small amount of characters that were available. The
commands made it easy to interact with the world and I soon learnt which objects I could
interact with. Thanks to the descriptions I could find my way around the world.”



“I think the game created a very interesting world and whilst I was playing it painted a very
clear and immersive environment in my imagination.”



“Sometimes a location doesn't tell you where you are able to travel next.”

The players agreed that they were able to explore the world using the descriptions that had been
provided to them, bar a few situations where the location had been omitted due to a design mistake, in
which case the player would be confused at that point on what direction to go.
6.1.3 Analysis
The original Twitter survey presented some potential issues with creating a Twitter game. First of all
the 140 character limitation would present a big issue for a designer in order to create a seamless and
well-flowing game. One option was to use the ‘twit longer’ application in order to create long lines of
prose that would give players a URL link so that they could read it on a separate page. However this
would break flow and rhythm in the way Andrew Plotkin meant in section 4.6. The game was made
to contain all the prose on Twitter so players could read it straight away through their mobile device
or computer. This was achieved in the end, ensuring every description was carefully engineered so
that it wasn’t longer than 120 characters. Some descriptions did leak over into two tweets as shown in
figure 6.
For the second stage of the game, an attempt needed to be made to eradicate the possibility of tweets
leaking over. However if a player’s name is exceptionally long, the designer cannot help that.
Unfortunately that is something that cannot be changed and so it seems fair to give enough room for a
character name of 20 characters so that a description limitation should be 120 characters long.
One result of the test that was unexpected was that it turns out Twitter does not allow users to make
the same input twice. For example, when a player would try to go east twice, Twitter would respond
that they’ve “already said that”:
To get around this issue they had to change their input to “go e” or simple “E” to represent east.
Either the second stage of the game needs to change directions so that the player isn’t typing the same
direction in twice. Considering rhythm, it’s beneficial to not have the player keep going the same
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direction; by keeping them moving in different directions it creates a more complex map and doesn’t
have the player keep inputting the same commands. So this will be changed in the next version.
Although this section of design is very much dictated by Twitter, it turns out to be beneficial.
Players did not notice the snow piles where an important item was hiding. Using implication and
exposition (Jerz, 2001) to guide the player through the use of items within the world should be done
carefully, “Andrew Plotkin observes that the "inept" use of exposition-laden props can be as annoying
as the "inept" announcements of an omniscient narrator.” (Jerz, 2001) It was the aim to allow the
player to fully explore and immerse in the environment, without the game narrator giving so much
away, such as use of notes or diary entries who state who the character is, what their background is
and what their goals are. It was interesting to see that players could progress easily through the use of
implication in what the narrator said. The snow piles on the ground however, outside of the shack
were not noticed, even when the narrator says:
[Thick piles of snow crunch below your feet and an orange glow hums from a
torch. You can see a thick forest to the southeast.]

There were three distinct elements to this piece of text – the thick piles of snow, the torch and the
thick forest. All the players would examine and take the torch, and then leave. Hidden in the snow
was an important card which, once the puzzle is implemented, would have been necessary for the
player to continue onwards past the iron gate. The snow was highlighted as thick piles, attempting to
hint to the player that piles would usually indicate some external involvement in their creation.
However after leaving the area and getting quite far from the shack, it seemed bad design to have the
players walk all the way back to the start of the game once they realise they have missed something.
Either the snow piles need to be better indicated as having some importance or the card should be
moved elsewhere. In existing text-based games, once an item is missed, the player has to realise this
at some point within the game. However it seemed quite tedious for the player to have to retrace steps
all the way back to the start on Twitter, constantly repeating commands and directions.
A good example of aporia within this game is shown through one player in particular. Once they
reached and examined the brambles – a physical roadblock - the game hints to them that there is a
path that reaches further beyond and the player quickly searches in their inventory for tools to use to
remove this roadblock.
[> examine brambles
You can see just make out another path beyond the brambles that imprison
this area like a wall of thorns.
> inventory
You are carrying a matchbox, a match, a flask, a fish and a coin.
> use match on matchbox
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You strike the match against the rough panel of the matchbox. The match is
lit.
> use match on brambles
Doing that isn't going to achieve anything more than breaking the match in
half.]12

The game had not been scripted to allow players to get through that roadblock just yet, so the game
outputs a message that might seem illogical. Since when do lighting brambles on fire break a match
in half? Therefore it might seem unfair to do that to a player, as despite the logic they have learnt in
the game so far – they can light a candle just fine - they can’t seem to get through to this blocked off
path which clearly has some importance. The games hint at the roadblock is use of both exposition
and implication, something text-based games clearly do very well. It is concluded here that a designer
should not ‘toy’ with a player’s rational understanding of the world so far unless it has some explicit
meaning. Using roadblocks like this will only frustrate a player such as invisible walls in graphical
games. From the literature review, William James stated that “no contradiction should be made to
what is already known” in order to generate a sense of realness in a particular world. This realness is
generated through several ‘worlds’ as William James calls them. These realms back up different
characteristics of different worlds. The characteristic of matches in Arcana established that fire can
be created from matches and matches can set things on fire without breaking the match in two.
Players liked to examine items carefully, making full use of the character’s senses. These were taste,
touch, smell and sight. They also attempted to use items that they had personal interest in on other
items which stood out. For example, the coin with the star on it seemed to be of great interest to all
the players [see Appendix B1 – B4, question 11] and often tried to use it on other items of curiosity.
An example is one player tried to use it on the cards and another tried to use it on the standing stone.
This shows how the players are trying to make sense of the world – in reality someone would not try
to use coins on stones and cards, but in this world perhaps it would present some glimpse of
knowledge into the game world and its logics. This is reflective of what Plotkin said about
understanding what players do with objects before any puzzle comes along. They are happy to submit
their understanding of the logics in the real world to try and see what would result by attempting
certain tasks in another world. The players could select their attention and involve themselves in the
world by closely examining objects and seeing the limits that the designer has placed on them. This
supports the idea that there is a communication structure between player and designer throughout the
game, and that the player must always negotiate with the designers world to understand how objects
and the world works so that they may progress and ‘win’ the game.
6.1.4 Conclusion

12

Appendix H3
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Going forward, the game needs some minor tweaks to correlate better with the way Twitter handles
inputs, in particular to stop players repeating inputs. The speed of the game was not of major
importance. Instead rhythm and prose seems more relevant, and how a designer can craft the prose to
ensure it flows from one output to the next, is coherent and the prose is meaningful rather than actual
speed. It seems more important to create coherent rhythm than how fast the game can be played.
Plotkin stated that a narrator who provides inept announcements are annoying, and that can be
supported through the Twitter game. Because the feedback loops of the game are slower than that of
the regular browser-based games, each output needs to be charged with information the player can use
in some way. This test has certainly provided insight into how a player can garner information
through the game’s implications shown through the interest of various items that will come into use in
the next version of the game. It also shows how a designer can create interest in a specific piece of
the world just by creating roadblocks and implications, such as the brambles which hide a path and
the Iron Gate which leads to a new area. With regards to players having to retrace steps, on Twitter it
does appear to be quite a tedious process if the player needs to go back to get something. It feels like
there should be a constant progression rather than the need to go back because the player missed
something. In order to try and solve this, it should be designed so that the players interest is directed
in particular objects and areas so they actually do want to enquire about it, rather than ignore it and
have to go back at a later point.
Underlying the test was the consideration for Aarseth’s adventure game discourse model [see figure
7]. Examples can be shown of where the negotiation Aarseth mentions is at work during the game.
[> take candle
You can't take it.
> examine candle
You can see a large wax candle. It has been well used, according to the
solidified wax that has embraced the desk.
> use jar on candle
I can't see that. (jar)
> use fish on candle
You can't use it that way.]13

The player is attempting to negotiate with the game in order to obtain the candle. It is not possible to
take and so they tried to see if they could by using other objects with it to try and see what would
happen.

13

See appendix xx
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However, the model needs to account for everything that’s been learnt in this project in order to go
forward and create the final deliverable piece. It needs to show how the mechanical elements of textbased games create negotiation, aporia and eventual solution within the text. These mechanical parts
will include the text itself and how it has the ability to represent implication, exposition and aporia
unlike any other form of representation. This first stage test has already shown how players
negotiated with objects within a game world in order to make sense of it or express their interest. The
next step is to introduce the puzzle, obtain further test results using it and make a final decision on
whether this model is suitable for designers and scholars to further understand the mechanics at work
within an adventure game.
It is the implication hidden within a text that makes it satisfying to decode. The designer should be
making chains of implications that the player discovers as they traverse through the text. Designers
should understand how to build intrigue within verbal communication and build rhythm, particularly
in the case of creating a game for Twitter. It is more important because of the limitations. Rhyme is
important, or ensuring the world makes sense in the context of the world. The older games which
Nelson (1995) examined showed that a player would arrive in an area and see random objects lay
about that somehow constituted a puzzle in some way. Newer games have proven that they can make
sense in their own context and introduce puzzles more fluently.

6.2 FULL PLAYTEST OF ARCANA
The game at this point was completed and ready to test. The design document can be viewed at
appendix D.
6.2.1 Method
This test was taking into account everything that has been learnt up to this point, including the
preliminary playtest which was done with 4 players, literature review and all research. This was done
using the full version of the game; it contained a beginning and an end which was left open for further
development. The game file can be found on Appendix I and can be loaded up using the Quest
engine14. The aim of the game for the player was to traverse the world. No goal was imposed on
them at the start of the game, they merely have to explore and progress to seek information about the
game world through objects, locations, non-player characters and areas. The aim of this test is to
gather data from as many plays of the game as possible to conclude whether the argument made in the
last chapter [7.1.4] of this thesis is a fair one to make.
This test will also provide another survey filled out by participants of the game which contain
statements that aim to help support the arguments made in the last chapter and slightly tweaked
14

Quest can be downloaded here: http://www.textadventures.co.uk
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questions regarding speed. Instead of the overall speed of the game 15 overall rhythm and coherence is
considered. The survey was created in order to see how the players felt during their traversal of the
Twitter game, was aporia and epiphany present, did they feel satisfaction when they solved the
puzzle, was the rhythm of the game fluid enough, did they find it challenging? This was also a good
chance to see if players would have continued playing the game or stopped, and whether they would
like to see more interactive narrative on Twitter. Before each play through of the game, the player
was shown a set of basic game instructions that they should adhere to which can be seen on the
development blog of this game16. This was done so that players got a good sense of what kinds of
instructions the game parser can process and anything more complex or semantically different would
likely not work. The recorded traversal of the game should show where the instructions helped the
player traverse the game better.
In order to create a control group, players were chosen who had not played text based games before.
This is because the entire presentation would be something they have not encountered yet and it will
present results from a person who is trying to comprehend this new kind of game world. It was
important to observe how people make connections and how the verbal communication influenced
them with the limited amount of space the game had to express itself.
6.2.2 Results
Each play through has been recorded and can be seen in Appendices I1 – I7. The individual surveys
for this test can be seen in Appendix C1 – C7. The recorded game data can be used for multiple
analyses. It can also be connected with the game surveys to correlate and understand why a player
felt a certain way. The game data can also be used to examine any trends that came up within the
interaction in the game to show where the implications that were created in the text have ultimately
influenced the player’s decisions. The play times for people who completed the game ranged from 60
minutes to 4.5 hours. Only 5 people completed the game in full where they got past and through the
gate where the game gave them the final reply. 7 people in total managed to test the game, included
was a mixture of people familiar to text based games and those who weren’t. They were all however,
Twitter users, and representative of a larger Twitter user base.
6.2.3 Analysis
Aarseth describes the progression plane in adventure game discourse as any interaction with the game
that is extradiegetic, i.e. any commands that relate to outside the game world/story such as save,
pause, restore and start. This could be confusing because he states that in narrative theory,
progression is the unfolding of events by an implied reader. There is no real reason for that to change
in adventure games as the player unfolds the progression as they go on. The extradiegetic commands
15
16

how quickly the game can input and output information to and from the user
http://gamecake.wordpress.com/2012/04/07/arcana-game-instructions-v-2/
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he speaks of should require a plane of their own, as they are not integral to reading or revealing the
text. Progression still happens in adventure games, the implied reader (the player) experiences an
event when they have performed certain tasks. A particular event might occur after they have
performed a chain of tasks in an order the game engine recognises.
An example of this in Arcana is where the player has the choice to journey down one of two paths. If
they take the south east path, they come to a locked gate, barring them off from the path that extends
beyond it. There is no information for the player about how they might overcome this roadblock
besides being told of footsteps that start on the side of the gate they are on, and travel past the gate
down the path they want to go down. An example of the kind of discourse that happened when a
player encountered this was as such:
[> go south
You arrive at a large iron gate, no one is here but there are footprints
all around.
> examine gate
This is a very large, rusted iron gate. Beyond lies a long, snowy path
lined with woodland heading southeast.
> examine footprints
There are footprints all around near the gate, which lead off down the path
beyond the gate.
> go south
A looming, lonesome iron gate stands in your way. It's locked too.
> north]17

The player would return to the fork and head into the other direction. Once they have had the
conversation with the old man, the game would activate a character to stand at the gate. This was
implemented because it was found that with players being able to freely explore the viewable world in
the first test, they could easily go down either path – players are very unpredictable as shown in the
results. If the old woman had been standing at the gate when the player chooses to go down the south
east path first, they might have attempted to ask her about the fortune cards, in which case her
scripting would automatically ask the player to read her a fortune and then unlock the gate so that the
player might never encounter the old man. They need the old man to learn about the note and get him
to translate it for them. Instead it seemed better to have the old woman be away from the gate the first
time the player heads there so that they have no choice but to go down the path with the old man.
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The previous example used is also a good example of how the player negotiated with the game to try
to figure out how to get past the gate. Even after one player was told that the gate is locked, they still
attempted to get past.
[> open gate
You can't open it.
> examine gate
This is a very large, rusted iron gate. Beyond lies a long, snowy path
lined with woodland heading southeast.
> go se
A looming, lonesome iron gate stands in your way. It's locked too.
> go north]18

After the game insists to them twice the gate is locked, they leave, just like every other player, in
search of more information or other options to get through. This gate happens to be the ultimate
‘aporia’ within the design. There were 3 physical ‘obstacles’ in the game – getting out of the shack,
getting past the brambles and getting through the iron gate. However in the survey, the players were
fairly split on who found it challenging and who didn’t. One player who did not find the game
challenging and only found minor satisfaction in solving the puzzle had played text based games
before, however he stated he would have continued playing despite this. This player made the
connection with words and items very quickly, he also stated that certain words did stick out to him
within the text and he made the connection between what was said in the note and the cards quickly
(Appendix x). However, the player who had not played text based games before also did not find the
game that challenging but did find a deal of satisfaction in the completion of the card puzzle and
would have continued playing. He also found that there were connections in words, was highly
influenced by what the text was telling him and found the connection between the note and the cards
quickly. Despite some players not finding the overall game challenging, it seems that all the players
agreed it was the text itself which was challenging them, just as stated earlier in this project with
regards to how a riddler presents a challenge to the riddlee. The communication structure relating to
post-modernist cybertext by Aarseth shows how an author communicates with the reader. This test
supported the idea that in text based games the designer communicates the challenges in the form of a
voice, one that ‘suffers’ from riddle and poetical envy the same way graphical games suffer from
‘cinema envy’. Text based games have the ability to utilise the same kind of communication in the
same way a riddle or poem communicates, both forms also being spatial as exemplified in section xx
on ergodics.
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The player interests in the cards were heightened once more detail was included on them when the
player examined them in comparison to the first test where there was no detail about the cards. This
interest was prolonged further once the translated note was presented to them and the player made the
connection between the two. When returning to the gate it was the first thing they asked the old lady
about either straight away or after trying to get her to unlock the gate. The reason for some of the
players finding a lack of challenge could be that when the players felt the curiosity to ask her about
the cards once they had made the connection, she instantly requested a fortune and the game specified
that there needed to be an order. If the player got it right, the old woman trusted them and opened the
gate, if they got it wrong she told them they must be a stranger and she would not unlock it for them.
Perhaps the tension between making the connection with the note and presenting it to the old lady was
not built up enough, it was quick and therefore less satisfying than a puzzle arc that contained more
tension that the player would need to negotiate with and overcome. Buckles analysis of Adventure
and the lack of character functions within the world meant it was not structurally satisfying. There
wasn’t any real kind of reversal of fortune and therefore triumph in the puzzles. The same line of
reasoning could be used here. The player may not have felt a great sense of triumph or victory once
the puzzle solution was revealed to them.
The players were split over whether they felt the text was dictating their actions or not. Some players
believed it was having some influence on them and other players believed it was not having any
influence what so ever and that their actions were decided alone. Perhaps it is fair to say that
regardless of whether the player felt the decision to ask the old woman about the cards was their own
choice, separated from influence, from a designer point intrigue was created around those cards
throughout the whole game, from the first room and each room thereafter. Reference to the moon,
stars and trees were frequently made in the locations, the same imagery that would be found once the
player examined the cards.
[> go SE
The path is illuminated by the Moon and Stars shining through the gaps in
the tall trees. You can go east or carry on south.]

The evidence of players being influenced throughout the text by the designer is also backed up by the
players strongly agreeing that certain words stuck out to them in the game outputs. This backs up the
argument of the unique way a text-based game can influence players using language instead of other
kinds of communication.
When talking off the record, one player mentioned after reading the description of the moon card that
they found lay by a standing stone, “I bet I know where the other stone is”. This is the description on
the moon card, “On this card, the ancient Moon sits in the sky between two pillars, lighting the peaks
of mountains”. It was noted at that point that a player can be seeking connection between the text
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they read and trying to interpret anything they find in the context of the game regardless of whether it
is relevant or not. From a design stand point, there was not another pillar and it was just by
coincidence that the stone had been placed in the game near to the moon card. This shows just how
meaningful each output in a game can be, and the player sees it as a challenge to try to perceive the
world in a different way. Just as poetry does not include lines in the prose that don’t have meaning in
the overall structure of the poem, the same line of thinking should be applied here.
Despite some minor issues with game bugs and Twitter limitations that could not be worked out,
players felt strongly that rhythm in the game was fine for them. From a designer perspective it was
frustrating to see where the game was failing to be coherent. For example, if a player asked an NPC a
question it didn’t understand, it would sometimes return an error and end up speaking nonsense to the
player.
> ask old man about flute
"Why on earth are you showing me that thing?"

It should be stated here that the old man was playing the flute before the player entered his tent.
Although the old man was slightly odd, he was certainly not senile as depicted by the game text here.
These kind of design issues add to the loss of rhythm within the game, hence why these kinds of
problems should be smoothed out before rolling out a game.
Every player who completed the game agreed in the survey that they would have continued on
playing, meaning there is a potential for further Twitter IF development that can improve on the
principles learnt here. Also, all the players agreed that they would like to see more interactive fiction
on Twitter.
6.2.4 Conclusion
The original Twitter survey showed how Twitter did not give users the ability to format their text so
that it presented different styles such as bold, italics and different colours. It was found in certain
browser based IF such as 9:05 and any game created in Inform 7 and ran through Z-Machine had the
ability to make certain words stand out using a different format to the rest of the text. Of course,
originally text based games were run on very basic computers and did not have this ability either. The
use of formatting text in browser-based IF does make it much easier for the reader to spot important
pieces of text and implicates more to the reader. As shown in both tests of this game, people never
bothered to inspect the piles of snow outside of the shack, or even asked the old man or old woman
about the snow, despite the fact it was a key piece of information given about the world. Here,
formatting the text would have been helpful in order to show that the piles of snow played some
importance in the world. However, that does seem rather like a ‘cheap’ option in this case, and
because Twitter does not allow the formatting, a new way has to be devised to make sure the player
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does notice it. Both times the player was unaware that the snow pile potentially played some
importance, however it was found in the first test that if the player had to travel back to the original
starting point in order to collect something they missed, it was tedious and repetitive. In order to
erase this from occurring in the second test, the card hiding within the snow was moved to a more
obvious spot – inside the drawer of the desk in the shack.
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7.0 CONCLUSION
This project utilised information from existing IF authors on how to write IF such as the advice given
by Joe Pereira, Andrew Plotkin, Nick Montfort and Graham Nelson. It also utilised theories
surrounding IF such as Aarseth’s perspectives on ergodic literature, Gentry’s theories surrounding
Lovecraftian structuralism and Aristotle’s poetics were also used. Classical theories such as William
James’ perspectives on meaningful situations were also thought about during this project. All the
theories that were considered went into creating the Twitter game ‘Arcana’, the deliverable of this
project. The game aimed to show the design skills learnt throughout by adapting the theories and was
used to show how verbally communicated games function entirely differently from graphical games,
and what their defining functions are.
Data was collected from each play through of the game. There were two types of data collected, one
was from before any puzzle was introduced in the game and it only contained objects and
descriptions, but did still contain physical roadblocks [see appendix H1 – H4]. The second type of
data collected was from players playing the game after puzzles had been introduced and minor design
tweaks had been made from observation of the first play through [see appendix I1 – I7]. A
comparison between the two kinds of data was able to be made. In text based games, as Roger Carbol
puts it, the entire world can be considered as a collection of objects. Players used the objects in
multiple ways. In the first play test it was shown that when players are presented the cards with very
little information about what was actually on them, they would attempt to combine objects to
experiment and see what would happen with them, given they had no further information. This was
also the case with the brambles. In the first play test, the brambles were examined but the lack of
information regarding them caused the players to move on. One player did attempt to burn them
down using the equipment he carried, but to no avail. This was a part of the game design that could
be easily linked to William James’ orders of existence philosophy. The player will experiment with
their environment using verbal text and trying to find connections if the text does not already provide
hints to those connections. Where there are clear connections, for example when the second version
of the game hints the player can see a patch of snow beyond the brambles, all players went to burn it
down using the torch they acquired. The work for the player lay in trying to understand and make
sense of the world using connections they made and are progressively making between the text and
objects. In both tests this was made very clear.
The study of riddles and poetics within this project has highlighted how the use of metaphors, themes
and connections within the verbal text can produce new ideas about the world being presented. It
allows the player to work hard to interpret the text and revealing the solution is satisfying. This kind
of communication can be conveyed within interactive fiction unique from graphical and abstract
games as it is a verbal style of presentation that corresponds with all kinds of traditional spatial
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literature like riddles and poems. During the test of the game, players agreed it felt it was the text
which presented challenges to them. Using Aarseth’s communication model for post-modernist
cybertext ‘Afternoon’ (Aarseth, 1997, p. 93) it was possible to understand how intrigue is presented to
players in IF. In essence, it is the designer who presents the challenges as the intrigue is passed
through the designer’s implications, to the narrator through to the player. It correlates with the same
communication model that exists in riddles, where the riddler presents the challenge to the riddlee.
These ideas were implemented into the Twitter game, and players noted the connections that were
intentionally written by the designer. This can be viewed by observing their recorded traversal. The
design consideration for Arcana was to ensure that each output fit into one tweet. Even considering
this, the players still managed to make connections and progress within the text.
There is a human desire to experience the worlds between equilibrium and disequilibrium. In the
structuralism approach, Buckles showed how Adventure lacked any real satisfaction when it came to
triumphing over the game, because its agents did not express Proppellian function. There was no
sense of catharsis in the Aristotlian sense, and therefore no recognition or revelation. It was shown in
this project how the use of puzzles and roadblocks can create this disequilibrium for the player, and
how important structure is to map out the aporia and epiphany constructs within a game that are so
integral to reading. Satisfaction or epiphany is created when the player successfully triumphs in
overcoming an obstacle, whether that is a roadblock, figuring out what an object does, finding hidden
messages in the text or making connections between implications in the game. There exists a
satisfaction in solving a designers riddle or hidden message, the same kind of satisfaction that one can
feel from re-arranging the order of something to present a new way of thinking about it, and in the
case of riddles, poems and games; a solution. There are potentially other ways to present this kind of
challenge to a player without it being explicitly presented as a puzzle or riddle as in Roger Carbol’s
taxonomy of puzzles. It was attempted in this project to create a puzzle that simply requires a player
to make a connection with several kinds of objects that when asked to read out cards in a certain
order, they knew what order is required before the question was even posed to them. Before the
question was posed, the connection was realised, but there was no revelation in understanding what
the connection actually meant until the old lady asked the question. Some of the players found no
challenge within this text however, and so further research and experience is required in order to
provide better challenges to players and how a designer can create differing levels of difficulty in their
text.
The negotiation plane by Aarseth provided a theoretical approach to understand how a player
negotiates with an adventure game. They negotiate with two planes, the progressive plane and the
event plane, which present the player with intrigue. This project presented an argument as to what
lies in that negotiation plane which Aarseth did not detail. The fundamental mechanisms which lie in
the negotiation plane between player and game are:
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Revelation constructs which exists in the discovery that a connection a player has made was
the right connection to get them through an obstacle. This was influenced by noting the
patterns between Gentry’s work into structuralism in IF, Aristotle’s ideas on catharsis and
revelation and Aarseth’s aporia and epiphany.



Verbal communication – this kind of communication in IF can provide implications,
expositions, expression of language and rhyme.



Connections – the player seeks connections in the verbal text provided by the designer who
utilises implications, expositions, metaphors and other expressions of verbal communication.
The player negotiates with the designers constructed space.

As shown by existing IF through Emily Short’s website, an IF does not need to contain puzzles, nor
does it need to contain spatial entities. It has the ability to simulate worlds, objects and characters.
An IF is an exploration of a text communicated verbally by an author and presents the structural
constructs of unknowing to revelation. It was shown in this project that a piece of IF must contain
progressive elements in order to provide the player with a progressive traversal that can be successful
or not. This traversal is represented by the initial situation and final situation and is the defining
element between text-based explorations of simulated spaces and interactive fiction. Interactive
fiction can also represent styles of plot which are not apparent in other kinds of games, such as the
flash back and flash forward memory sequences used in Spider and Web. This is a style of
representation which Juul stated cannot be applied to games as they break the rules of traditional
narratology.
The data provided by the players on Twitter has been used to back up the conclusions that have been
met within this project. Aarseth’s negotiation model has been built on to incorporate what factors of
interactive fiction a player uses to negotiate with the intrigue that’s presented to them by the text.
Aporia and epiphany within interactive fiction correlated with the idea that the text in IF is structured
using revelation constructs and appears to be an important facet within interactive fiction in keeping
the player negotiating with the intrigue. The conclusions of the tests showed that once a player had
realised something they would further this by inquiring about the object or part of the world that
provided them with this intrigue. It was the verbal aspect which completely dictated this intrigue to
the player, and has been shown in this project how the designer must constantly consider this in order
to provide meaningful outputs to the player. Within the Twitter game, it became more obvious
because of the limitations of the platform which have been mentioned. The character limitation meant
that longer prose could not be implemented and shorter bursts of information that created an overall
coherent rhythm within the game was worked into the design.
The original aim of the project was to understand text based games from a functional point of view in
order to create an enjoyable game that could be run through Twitter. This conclusion has stated all
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the theories and used data collected by the traversals of the game to back up the points made
throughout this whole project. These theories were used from a design perspective and also as a way
to understand IF better as a form. As a designer, it seems most important to connect with the player
utilising the verbal communication that is provided when designing IF. Verbal communication is a
very powerful aesthetic form that can be used literally and non-literally, and although IF was taken
over by graphical games commercially, its roots lie in traditional and folk literature. Graphical games
cannot communicate in the same style which has been exemplified in this project. It is encouraged
that game designers try and utilise this form to show new ideas in games, particularly as the software
to develop these games is so readily available and the community is so large and welcoming.
IF is a unique type of game that would still require further understanding, however this project has
provided further basis for research by scholars and an approach towards creating IF on Twitter for
designers.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Future designers can take what has been learnt in this project regarding text and use it to create
interactive narratives through Twitter or other social networking sites. It has been shown how this
project researched the platform before the game was developed so that meaning could be
communicated through the most limited means possible. Twitter proved to be problematic when
creating a traditional text based game, shown through the Zork twitter game whose messages often
spilled over into double messages or had to provide external links so the player could read the text
correctly. This project showed that players have trouble repeating commands to the game, simple
commands like go north couldn’t be done twice in the space of 10 minutes, so it hindered players flow
within the game to explore correctly. These are all problems to consider further when creating a text
game on Twitter.
Further lines of inquiry that scholars could begin to look at are how indeterminate cybertext could
work on a social networking site, one that contains more game information than the game that was
presented here, such as stats, items and even have multiplayer aspects to it, making full use of the
‘social’ aspect on Twitter. This could further the line down into Goffman’s frame analysis, and how
we create meaningful situations with other people. In particular this applies more to role-playing
games, a type of game that by concluding this project, could potentially work very well on Twitter.
This project explored riddles and puzzles within IF, however the puzzle that was created within
Arcana was not as powerful and memorable as what originally would have been expected. Future
designers could try and explore further into traditional literature theories to try and discover different
ways of presenting challenges to players through Twitter or regular browser-based IF.
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9.0 GAMES REFERENCED
Arcana by Emma Haley
9:05 by Adam Cadre
Crack of Noon v.3 by Dennis Jerz
Spider and Web by Andrew Plotkin
Zork by Infocom
Dear Esther by thechineseroom
Ad Verbum by Nick Montfort
Amnesia: The Dark Descent by Frictional Games
The Hobbit by Infocom
Secret of Monkey Island by LucasArts
The Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
Silent Hill: Downpour by Konami
Glass by Emily Short
A Mind Forever Voyaging by Infocom
Alabaster by John Cater, Rob Dubbin, Eric Eve, Elizabeth Heller, Jayzee, Kazuki Mishima, Sarah
Morayati, Mark Musante, Emily Short, Adam Thornton, & Ziv Wities
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Figure 8
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Figure 10

Table 1 – Aarseth’s Mapping of Ergodics in Electronic and Traditional Narrative

Non-textual games
Description

Interactive Fiction

Traditional Narrative

◄

◄
◄

Narration
Ergodics

◄

◄
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